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News

Brief
Strong bank loan
growth in FY23
despite higher
interest rates:
Fitch
New Delhi: Fitch Ratings said India’s bank credit
will see strong growth in
current financial year despite effects of higher interest rates. It said the strong
loan growth should benefit
net revenue, particularly as
it will be coupled with
wider net interest margins.
We see bank credit expanding by around 13 per cent
in FY23, up from 11.5 per
cent in FY22. The acceleration will be driven by the
normalisation of economic
activity after the Covid-19
pandemic, and high nominal GDP growth, which we
expect to boost demand for
retail and working-capital
loans. Fitch forecasts India’s
real GDP growth at 7 per
cent in 2022-23. It said Indian banks generally remain
open to additional capitalraising to fund growth, despite the rise in rates.
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NBCC gets Rs
271.62 cr order in
stalled projects
of erstwhile
Amrapali Group
New Delhi:
Stateowned construction firm
NBCC (India) Ltd. said it has
got work orders worth Rs
271.62 crore in projects of
erstwhile realty firm
Amrapali Group. In a regulatory filing, the company
informed that it has got an
order of Rs 42.44 crore for
construction of balance
works / left out works of
Amrapali corporate Hub at
IMT Manesar, Gurugram in
Haryana. NBCC got an another order of Rs 229.18
crore for special repair and
up-gradation works of civil,
electrical, mechanical and
plumbing along with all allied works required due to
lack of comprehensive
maintenance of Amrapali
Projects at Noida & Greater
Noida.

Sukhu sworn in as 15th CM of Himachal

Senior Congress leader
Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu
was sworn-in as the 15th
chief minister of Himachal
Pradesh while Haroli legislator Mukesh Agnihotri took
oath as the deputy chief
minister on Sunday.
Governor Rajendra
Vishwanath Arelkar administered the oath to the new
chief minister and deputy
chief minister in a simple
but impressive ceremony
attended by senior Congress leaders including
party president Mallikarjun
Kharge, former president
Rahul Gandhi and general
secretary Priyanka Gandhi.
Sukhu’s family members including his mother,
wife and daughters and the
deputy CM’s family was also
present in the swearing-in

ceremony.
Congress in-charge of
Himachal Rajeev Shukla,
Chhattisgarh chief minister

Bhupesh Baghel, his
Rajasthan counterpart
Ashok Gehlot, former Union
minister Anand Sharma,

Mumbai: The cumulative recovery rate under the
insolvency resolution processes of debt-ridden companies declined to 30.18
per cent at the end of the
September quarter, indicating that lenders took more
haircut on their exposure,
shows a study.
The recovery rate has
fallen steeply from a peak
of 43 per cent in Q1 FY20.

Rs.7,90,626.2 crore claims
from the financial creditors
admitted by various
benches of the National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT ),
only
Rest
2,43,452.5 crore or 30.18
per cent have been recovered till the end of Q2 FY23,
as per an analysis of IBBI
data done by Care Ratings.
The overall recovery rate
implies a haircut of around

India on track to
achieve 6.8-7 pc
GDP growth this
fiscal: CEA
New Delhi: The Indian
economy is on track to
achieve a 6.8-7 per cent
GDP growth in the current
fiscal, Chief Economic Advisor
V
Anantha
Nageswaran said. He said
the economic recovery
momentum is continuing
and the GDP is averaging
the 2019-20 level. In
2022-23, the economy is
on track to reach a 6.8-7
per cent growth in the
current fiscal," he said, adding festival sales, PMI, bank
credit growth and auto
sales data shows that the
economy has maintained
momentum despite global headwinds.The IMF has
projected
Indian
economy to grow at 6.8
per cent this fiscal, while
the RBI has pegged it at 7
per cent.

70 per cent for the lenders.
The Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Board of India
(IBBI) is a key institution in
implementing the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC), which provides
for market-linked and timebound resolution of
stressed assets. The cumulative recovery rate has
been on a downtrend, falling from 43 per cent in Q1

Bank credit grew at 17.2% in Q2: RBI
Mumbai: Bank credit
growth improved to 17.2
per cent in the September
quarter 2022 from 7 per
cent in the year-ago period,
reflecting pick-up in economic activities.
Credit growth remained broad-based: all
population groups and bank
groups recorded double
digit annual growth, the
Reserve Bank said while releasing ‘Quarterly Statistics
on Deposits and Credit of
SCBs: September 2022’.
Bank credit growth improved further to 17.2 per
cent (year-on-year) in September 2022 from 14.2 per
cent a quarter ago and 7 per
cent a year ago, it said.
Aggregate deposits
growth (y-o-y), which remained in the close range
of 9.5-10.2 per cent since

June 2021, stood at 9.8 per
cent in September 2022.
Since December 2020,
bank branches in metropolitan centres have been
recording higher annual
growth than those in rural,
semi-urban and urban areas.
Private sector bank

group has been outpacing
public sector banks, foreign
banks and regional rural
banks
in
deposit
mobilisation, the RBI said.
As per the data, year-onyear growth in term deposits rose to 10.2 per cent in
September 2022 from 6.4
per cent a year ago. Current

and savings deposits
growth moderated to 8.8
per cent and 9.4 per cent
from 17.5 per cent and 14.5
per cent, respectively, a
year ago. The share of savings deposit in total deposits, which increased from
32.4 per cent in June 2019
to a peak of 35.2 in June
2022, moderated marginally to 34.7 in the latest quarter, the RBI added. It further
said the all-India credit-deposit (C-D) ratio increased
further to 74.8 per cent in
September 2022 from 73.5
per cent a quarter ago and
70 per cent a year ago. The
C-D ratio for metropolitan
bank branches, which have
a dominant share in the
banking business, stood
much higher at 87.6 per
cent in September 2022
(82.8 per cent a year ago).

Merger with
HDFC to take 810 months

A man walks on the railway track on a foggy morning, in Guwahati.UNI

World Bank upgrades India’s GDP
growth to 6.9% for current fiscal

New Delhi, (IANS) The
World Bank on Tuesday expressed optimism that
India’s real GDP would
grow at 6.9 per cent in the
current fiscal, an improvement from its previous projection of 6.5 per cent.
In its India Development Update, the global financial institution said that
the revised update was
mainly due to greater resilience shown by the Indian
economy against global
shocks and better Septem-

legislator from Nadaun, was
chosen by the party high
command to lead the government in the hill-state

Cumulative recovery rate under
insolvency resolution fell to 30.18%

Govt gets Rs 5,001
cr dividend from
ONGC; reaches Rs
23,797 cr so far
New Delhi: The government has received about Rs
5,001 crore as dividend
tranche from ONGC, taking
the total dividend receipt
from all CPSEs (Central Public Sector Enterprises) so far
this fiscal to Rs 23,797 crore.
The government has received about Rs 5,001 crore
from ONGC as dividend
tranche, Department of Investment and Public Asset
Management (DIPAM) Secretary Tuhin Kanta Pandey
tweeted. The DIPAM, in
2020, advised CPSEs to follow a consistent dividend
policy and strive to pay
higher dividends taking
into account factors like
profitability, capex requirements, cash/reserve and
net worth.

former Rajasthan deputy
CM Sachin Pilot were also
present on the occasion.
Sukhu, a fourth-term

ber quarter figures.
The World Bank has revised its GDP estimate
downwards for 2023-2024
from 7 per cent to 6.6 per
cent.
It has also said that
India’s inflation is expected
to stay at 7.1 per cent in
2022-23. Though it may
slide down to 5.2 per cent
in 2023-24, the World Bank
added.
“India’s economy has
rebounded robustly post
pandemic, driven by robust

domestic demand which
has also translated into a
widening goods trade deficit,” the report noted.
At the same time it
added that “India is susceptible to sharp movements
in foreign portfolio flows,
but the capital mix has improved over the last decade
with rising share of FDI”.
In October, the World
Bank had cut India’s GDP
growth forecast to 6.5 per
cent from 7.5 per cent earlier.

Mumbai: HDFC Bank
expects to amalgamate
its home loan major parent HDFC into itself by
September next year, a
top official said. Both
HDFC and HDFC Bank
held general meetings
on Friday to seek shareholder approvals for
what is billed as the largest merger in Indian corporate history at over
USD 40 billion. At the time
of announcing the merger
on April 4 this year, the entities had said the merger
will take 12-18 months.
We believe going by the
past practice and going by
past trends, it will take
about 8-10 months time
before an effective date is
announced, HDFC Bank’s
chief executive and managing director Sashidharan
Jagdishan said at the
meeting. The merger will
help expand the capital
adequacy ratio of the
merged entity by 0.200.30 per cent, courtesy the
healthy capital adequacy
of HDFC Ltd., he added.
Given the fact that bank
deposits have to comply
with mandatory cash reserve ratio and statutory
liquidity ratio requirements, many shareholders at both meetings
showed keenness to understand if the regulator
will be offering some forbearance for the merged
entity on this aspect.

FY20 and 32.9 per cent in
Q4 FY22 as larger resolutions have already been
executed and a significant
number of liquidated cases
were either Board for Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (BIFR) cases and/
or defunct with high resolution time, the report said.
There has also been a fall in
the number of cases by the
NCLT since H2 FY21.

NPC to hold
meet on ESG for
industry
transformation
Mumbai: As a part of
the country’s commitment towards curbing
climate change threats,
SEBI’s top 1000 listed
companies are gearing
up to align with the Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) framework with the Business
Responsibility
and
Sustainability Reporting
(BRSR) as mandated by
the SEBI. In this regard, the
National Productivity
Council, under the Union
Ministry of Commerce and
Industry
which
is
handholding the corporate to help follow ESG
practices, has organized a
one-day national conference to be held in Mumbai.

where the Congress
stormed into power by win-

ning 40 seats in the 68member house.

Apple spent nearly $100 bn on
product innovation in last 5 years
New Delhi, (IANS)
Apple spent close to
$100 billion on research
and development over
the last five years to stay
on the top in the innovation race in the technology sector, a new report
has shown.
Between 2018 and
2022, Apple spent $97.37
billion on R&D. Between
the five years, Apple’s
spending on the segment surged 84.33 per
cent — from $14.24 billion in 2018 to $26.25
billion in 2022, according
to data acquired by
Finbold.
“The spending on research and development
has been growing
steadily in recent years. In
2019, the value stood at
$16.22 billion, growing
by over 15 per cent to
2020’s $18.75 billion. In
2021, the spending surpassed the $20 billion
market for the first to hit
$21.91 billion,” said the
report.
Amid the growing
competition in the technology sector, Apple continues to sustain its position at the top by releasing innovative products
and services to suit its
loyal client base.
“Apple’s reaction to
the current economic
crisis has offered a
glimpse of how the company values the research
and development department. For instance,
Apple has paused hiring
for several jobs besides

research and development. The measure was
adopted to reduce its
budget as the uncertainty
prevails,” the report mentioned.
Apple is currently
navigating through a
huge supply chain issue
due to Covid-lockdowns
in China which has hampered production at its
supplier Foxconn’s key facility, considering shifting
a massive chunk of its
manufacturing to countries like India and Vietnam.
According to the report, Apple’s spending
partly aligns with the
company’s
business
model, which seeks to
create disruptive innovation and gain a competitive advantage. “The
company has maintained
that expenditure on research and development
aims to improve user experience and differentiate the firm’s products
and services in the marketplace. In this case,
Apple has been on a relentless journey of refinement, leading to the release of better versions of
products,” it said. Notably,
2022 spending has risen
despite the economy remaining depressed, characterized by high inflation and the threat of interest rate hikes. It can be
assumed that Apple’s
previous investments are
potentially helping the
company navigate the
current uncertainty.

Govt aims to meet disinvestment

target this fiscal

New Delhi, (IANS) Government aims to complete
the first tranche of proceeds from Hindustan Zinc
Limited (HZL) during the
current fiscal, a senior finance ministry official said
on Friday.
This, he said, would help
the Centre meet its disinvestment target of Rs
65,000 crore for the current
fiscal.
Speaking at a summit
organised by CII, secretary

in the department of investment and public asset management (DIPAM) Tuhin
Kanta Pandey said that the
government is working on
offer for sale (OFS) for
Hindustan Zinc.
He indicated that some
stake dilution is likely to
happen this fiscal.
Pandey further said that
stake sales of IDBI Bank and
Concor would take time
and may not be completed
this year.

At the current market
cap, the government’s stake
in HZL is worth nearly Rs
35,000 crore. However,
since the stake sale will
happen in tranches, the
Centre may get some portion of the expected receipts in the current financial year itself. The Department of Investment and
Public Asset Management
(DIPAM) has so far raised Rs
62,000 crore from stake
sales and dividends.

Centre seeks Parliament nod for expenditure of
add’l Rs 3.25 lakh cr for rest of current fiscal
New Delhi, (IANS) The
central government on Friday sought the approval of
Parliament to spend an additional Rs 3,25,765 crore
for the remaining period of
this fiscal.
Minister of state for finance Pankaj Chaudhary
tabled the first batch of
supplementary demands
for grants in the Lok Sabha
on Friday.
The approval was
sought for gross additional
expenditure of about Rs
4.36 lakh crore.
Out of this, proposals

involving net cash outgo
aggregates to over Rs 3.25
lakh crore and gross additional
expenditure,
matched by savings of
ministries and departments or by enhanced receipts aggregates to over
Rs 1.10 lakh crore.
Some of the major expenditures include payment of Rs 22,000 crore
to oil marketing companies under domestic LPG
operations and Rs 7,210
crore for providing LPG
connections to poor
households under the

Ujjwala scheme.
The government has
also sought Rs 23,122
crore for the payment towards indigenous and imported P&K (fertiliser) subsidy. It also plans to spend
Rs 86,166 crore towards
the urea subsidy. In addition to this, the government has also sought Rs
80,348 crore towards food
subsidy under the National
Food Security Act and allocation
under
the
Pradhan Mantri Garib
Kalyan Anna
Yojana
(PMGKAY ).

Reliance Jio partners realme to
bring ‘True 5G’ on its new devices

New Delhi, (IANS) Reliance Jio on Thursday said it
has
partnered
with
smartphone brand realme
to bring ‘True 5G’ experience zones at a select number of realme showrooms
and will bring 5G experiences to its upcoming devices.
Both companies have
collaborated on various
product-led innovations
through 5G SA (standalone
networking), NRCA (new
radio carrier aggregation)
and VoNR (voice over 5G
new radio) to ensure a True
5G experience.
“We are very excited

with yet another milestone
partnership with our key
partner realme. The true
power of a powerful 5G
smartphone like realme 10
Pro+ can be unleashed by
a True 5G network like Jio.
This is exactly what this partnership will showcase,” said
Kiran Thomas, CEO, Jio Platforms Limited.
“Jio ‘True 5G’ is the most
advanced network not just
in India, but in the world,”
Thomas added.
Jio ‘True 5G’ has a threefold advantage that makes
it the only True 5G network
in the country.
It offers stand-alone 5G

architecture with advanced
5G network with Zero dependency on 4G network,
the largest and best mix of
5G spectrum across 700
MHz, 3500 MHz, and 26 GHz
bands and carrier aggregation that seamlessly combines these 5G frequencies
into a single robust “data
highway”. realme on Thursday unveiled its upcoming
smartphones the realme 10
Pro+ 5G and realme 10 Pro
5G in a partnership with Jio.
realme
10
Pro+’s
5G6GB+128GB variant is
priced at Rs 24,999 and the
8GB+128GB variant is
priced at Rs 25,999.

Whereas, 10 Pro 5G’s
6GB+128GB variant costs
Rs 18,999 and the
8GB+128GB variant comes
at Rs 19,999. “With the
realme 10 Pro series 5G, our
aim is to bring more market-defining features to the
Number series and bring to
it a certain level of
premiumness in features
for users. We have successfully reached 50 million
number series users globally out of which 30 million users are from India,”
said Madhav Sheth, CEO
realme India, VP, realme, and
President, realme International Business Group.
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People wearing face masks walk along Fulton Street in New York, the
United States. The United States is experiencing surge in respiratory illnesses including COVID-19, flu and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), worsening the strain on hospitals. UNI
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HBO Max, Discovery+ streaming
service to now be called just ‘Max’

From
Editor’s
Desk.......

China after zero Covid
China is taking first steps towards
living with the virus way later than
other countries. It will be watched
for how it raises the efficacy of its
vaccines and protects its most
vulnerable sections

China’s National Health Commission (NHC) issued a
set of guidelines, signalling, for the first time, that the
country is rolling back its iron-fisted zero-Covid policy.
The new measures limit lockdowns to apartment blocks,
rather than entire districts and neighbourhoods. They allow people with mild Covid symptoms and those with
asymptomatic infections to isolate at home, rather than
in overcrowded hospitals or makeshift healthcare centres — measures that had caused widespread resentment
in recent weeks. The country’s health authorities have
also dropped the need for Covid tests to enter restaurants or entertainment venues. The announcements seem
to have been precipitated by protests against the stringent restrictions. China’s daily caseload has also been falling steadily, after touching a peak of 40,000 on November 27. A section of epidemiologists is, however, worried
that the world’s most populous country could be opening
up hastily, without investing systematically in transitioning
from the zero-Covid policy.
The phrase, “living with the virus”, entered the pandemic-related vocabulary in China far later than in other
parts of the world. The country tried to beat the virus by
keeping people behind closed doors for large parts of the
pandemic and using exceptionally intrusive surveillance
measures. Unlike most countries, China seemed to lack
an exit strategy from Covid restrictions. For large parts of
2020 and 2021, the virus did have fewer opportunities to
spread in the country. But this also meant that vast sections in China lacked the immunity — unrelated to vaccination — that comes with exposure to the virus. As epidemiologists had feared, this strategy would come a cropper with the virus developing extremely contagious variants.
After stonewalling global criticism of the country’s
home-grown vaccines, in April, the director of the Chinese Centre for Disease Control and Prevention admitted that the efficacy rates of the shots needed to improve. China has, however, continued to resist collaboration with international vaccine manufacturers. Less than
70 per cent of the Chinese population over the age of 60
had received a booster dose when the anti-lockdown
protests rocked the country. This may not seem too bad
compared to most countries. But the world’s tryst with
Covid has proved that resistance against the virus — the
T cell defence — is a complex function of vaccination
and exposure to the virus. People in China, in contrast, are
inadequately protected — by an earlier infection or vaccination. In the coming weeks and months, China will be
watched for how it raises the efficacy of its vaccines and
protects its most vulnerable sections.

Microsoft to raise Xbox firstparty game prices in 2023
San Francisco, (IANS)
Microsoft will reportedly
raise its first-party Xbox
game prices from $59.99
to $69.99 next year.
The new full-priced
Xbox Game Studios games,
including Redfall, Starfield
and Forza Motorsport, will
be priced at $69.99 instead
of the regular $59.99, The
Verge reported.
It's a price increase that
matches the pricing that
competitors like Sony,
Ubisoft, and Take-Two all
offer their own games at.
"Starting in 2023 our
new, built for next-gen, fullpriced games, including
Forza Motorsport, Redfall,
and Starfield, will launch at
$69.99 on all platforms,"

Microsoft said in a statement. "This price reflects
the content, scale, and
technical complexity of
these titles. As with all
games developed by our
teams at Xbox, they will also
be available with Game
Pass the same day they
launch," it added. In October, Microsoft Gaming CEO
Phil Spencer also hinted that
prices might increase after
the holidays.

Meta expands AI facescanning to Facebook
dating in US
San Francisco, (IANS) Meta announced that it has
expanded its Artificial Intelligence (AI) face-scanning
tool and ID Upload tool to Facebook Dating in the US,
to verify users' age. The tools will make sure that only
adults are using the service, preventing mis from
accessing it, the company
said in a blogpost on Monday. Users must be at least
18 years old to sign up and
access Facebook Dating,
and age verification tools
will make sure of it. The
tech giant partnered with
age-verification company
Yoti to provide two options for users to choose from
Video Selfie and ID Upload. If users choose the Video
Selfie option, they will see instructions on their screen
to guide them through the process. After taking the
Video Selfie, Yoti's technology will estimate their age
based on facial features. If users choose the ID Upload option, they need to upload a copy of their ID,
which will be encrypted and stored securely.

Members of Loktantrik Jan Pahel staging a demonstration at Dak Banglow crossing on the occasion of Baba Saheb Bhimrao Ambedkar's Memorial Day and Babri Masjid demolition day anniversary,
in Patna. UNI

Butterfield wrote in a Slack
channel. "Planning has
been in the works for several months! Just weird timing," he added. Lidiane
Jones, who is presently executive vice president and
general manager of digital
experiences clouds, will
become the new CEO of
Slack. Since the acquisition,
Slack has not changed
much in the past year, but
with Butterfield's departure,
the platform will likely enter a new phase and maybe
become even more integrated with Salesforce
products.

platform’s landing hubs.
A WBD’s spokesperson
mentioned that a name
was still being discussed,
the report said. Last month,
WBD had announced plans
to launch the combined
streaming service earlier
than expected in the spring
of next year. The announcement of early arrival was
made by David Zaslav, President and CEO, WBD, in the
company’s earnings call.
The streaming services
combined have approximately 95 million subscribers, in which the large majority are those of HBO and
HBO Max. In addition to the
new service, WBD planned
to launch its own free adsupport streaming TV service (FAST ) in 2023, said
Zaslav.

Tobacco control coalition in K’taka seeks hike
in taxes on tobacco products in Budget 2023
Bengaluru, (IANS) Consortium for Tobacco Free
Karnataka (CFTFK) and
Karnataka NO for Tobacco
(KNOT), a coalition working
on cancer prevention,
youth protection and tobacco control, on Monday
urged Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman to hike
taxes on all tobacco products in the 2023 union budget.
They have also sent representation letters to the
Members of Parliament
from Karnataka urging
them to take steps to increase the tax on tobacco
products like cigarettes,
bidis and chewing tobacco.
According to them, hiking tax is needed to reduce
its affordability among the
youth, who are the main
target of tobacco companies.

They recalled that the
government has not hiked
tax on tobacco products
ever since the GST regime
in 2017. The present GST
rates combined with the
compensation cess for all
tobacco products is far below the recommended
level of the tax burden
(taxes as a percentage of
final tax inclusive of the retail price) of 75 per cent by
the WHO (World Health Organization).
The total tax burden is
currently only about 53 per
cent for cigarettes, 22 per
cent for bidis and 60 per
cent for smokeless tobacco.
“We recommend the
union government to hike
tax on tobacco products in
the budget 2023-24 as tobacco products have become more affordable over
the years.

This is one of the most
powerful yet under-utilized
tools to control tobacco usage. When the taxes are
tripled, revenue can be
doubled and tobacco consumption can be halved.A
This is a great opportunity
to levy additional tax on tobacco to make it less affordable and reduce consumption” said renowned
Oncologist Dr Vishal Rao,
who is also a member of

Airtel, Meta to boost
India’s digital ecosystem
New Delhi, (IANS) In a
bid to support the growth
of India’s digital ecosystem,
Bharti Airtel and Meta (formerly Facebook) on Monday announced a key collaboration.
Airtel partners with
Meta and STC (Saudi
Telecom Company) to
bring 2Africa Pearls to India as part of its ongoing
effort to improve the
nation’s infrastructure.
2Africa is the world’s
longest subsea cable system and is expected to provide faster internet connectivity to nearly 3 billion
people worldwide.
“With our contributions
to the 2Africa cable and
Open RAN, we are investing in crucial and progressive connectivity infrastructure which is needed to
support the increasing demand for high-speed data
in India. We look forward to
working closely with Meta
to deliver best-in-class digital experiences to our cus-

Rupee has done
relatively well,
says World Bank
economist
New Delhi, (IANS) The
rupee has done relatively
better in 2022 compared
to other emerging markets,
World Bank economist
Dhruv Sharma said on Tuesday. In the last one year, the
rupee has depreciated by
around 10 per cent and
though it may sound like a
huge figure, compared to
other emerging economies,
India has not done badly,
said Sharma on the occasion
of the release of World
Bank’s India Development
Update, which upgraded
GDP growth to 6.9 per cent
from the earlier 6.5 per cent.

tomers in India,” Vani
Venkatesh, CEO, Global
Business, Bharti Airtel said
in a statement.
Both companies will
jointly invest in global connectivity infrastructure and
CPaaS (Communications
Platform as a Service) based
new-age digital solutions to
support the emerging requirements of customers
and enterprises in the

country.
“We look forward to
continuing our collaboration with Airtel to further
advance the region’s connectivity infrastructure that
will enable a better network experience for people
and businesses across India,” Francisco Varela, vice
president of mobile partnerships for Meta said in a
statement.

Seoul, (IANS) Samsung
Electronics on Tuesday announced that it has
partnered with internet
portal giant Naver Corporation to develop next-generation artificial intelligence (AI) chips, as part of
efforts to improve efficiency of processing large
AI data.
Samsung said its cooperation with Naver will create great synergies in developing semiconductors
with high efficiency and
speed for AI-specific calculations, Yonhap news
agency reported.
“There are growing
needs to develop new
types of semiconductors
that are focused on processing hyperscale AI, as

the current computing systems have their limits in doing so,” Samsung said in a
statement.
“We will continue expanding the lineup of market-leading memory chip
products by offering solutions to meet the needs of
AI service companies and
users,” it added.
Naver, which has advanced technology in AI algorithms that automate the
process of machine learning, released the AI platform
CLOVA in 2017, which offers various AI-based services for search, speech recognition and natural language processing.
In May last year, it unveiled the supersized AI
platform HyperCLOVA.

the
Karnataka
government’s High-Power
Committee for Tobacco
Control.
“Ever since the GST regime, there hasn’t been
any significant hike in the
tobacco tax. In budget
2022-23, the Government
could have raised the excise duty on tobacco products and used the additional
revenue to improve public
health and build an alternative livelihood for people
dependent on tobacco.
To keep youngsters and
the vulnerable away from
tobacco, a tax hike on tobacco is very much needed.
So we request the government to hike the tobacco
tax” said a well-known
economist and former director of the Institute of
Social and Economic

Change
Prof
R
S
Deshpande.
“Recent Parliamentary
Standing Committee on
Health and Family Welfare
report- Cancer Care Plan
and Management: Prevention, Diagnosis, Research
and Affordability of Cancer
Treatmenta observed that
tobacco is a major risk factor for cancer and said that
nearly 50 per cent of all
cancers in India are due to
tobacco.
The committee was
convinced of the fact that
tobacco use is initiated in

teenage when teenagers
are not yet mature to take
rational decision-making
and
insisted
on
disincentivising tobacco.
The report also said the
cost of tobacco products in
India is the lowest, therefore it recommended an
increase of tax on all tobacco products as it not only
prevents easy initiation but
also the additional revenue
generated as tax could be
used for preventive programs”, said AS J Chander,
Convenor of Consortium
for Tobacco Free Karnataka.

Amazon Luna lets users play Ubisoft
PC games they own
San Francisco, (IANS) Amazon announced that it will
now allow users to play Ubisoft games they own for PC
through its Luna cloud gaming service. In a blogpost,
Amazon said players can even use Luna to play select
PC games they have already bought from the Ubisoft
Store like 'Assassin's Creed Valhalla', 'Uno' and 'Far Cry
6'. The games can be played on any device including
on a Fire TV and tablets. Users can link their Ubisoft
account to Luna to play owned PC games and can also
purchase new ones. There is no need for lengthy downloads or expensive consoles. "Luna will continue to offer the ability for Prime members to play a rotating
selection of games from the Luna catalogue for free,"
Amazon said. Players just need to sync their Ubisoft
account to their Luna account by visiting the Settings
page in the Luna app.

European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen (L, Rear), European Council President Charles Michel (C, Rear) and Albanian Prime Minister Edi Rama (R, Rear) attend a press conference at the EU-Western Balkans
Summit in Tirana, Albania, on Dec. 6, 2022. The leaders of the European Union
(EU) reaffirmed their full commitment to the EU membership perspective of
the Western Balkan (WB) countries on the sidelines of the EU-Western
Balkans Summit held here.UNI

Razorpay allows merchants to accept
Samsung,Naver partner
credit card payments via UPI
to develop AI chips

Slack CEO to quit
Salesforce in Jan 2023
San Francisco, (IANS)
CEO and co-founder of enterprise messaging platform Slack, Stewart
Butterfield announced that
he is leaving Salesforce in
January 2023.
Cloud computing giant
Salesforce acquired Slack
for $27.7 billion in July last
year, reports The Verge.
Butterfield's departure
was announced in a Slack
channel, only a few days
after Salesforce CEO Bret
Taylor also revealed that he
was leaving the company.
"This has nothing to do
with Bret's departure,"

San Francisco, (IANS)
Warner Bros. Discovery
(WBD) will soon launch the
combined streaming service of Disney+ and HBO
Max which is likely to be
called just ‘Max’.
The
combined
platform’s expected name,
‘Max’ is being vetted by the
company’s lawyers, reports
CNBC citing sources.
Some senior executives
are still debating on a final
name so the name might
change, but‘Max’ is the preference.
The application itself
will resemble Disney+’s
platform, with
WBD’s
brands appearing as individual tiles.
HBO, Discovery, DC
Comics and Warner Bros.
will be among the

Bengaluru,
(IANS)
Fintech platform Razorpay
on Monday announced an
industry-first move to enable merchants to accept
credit card transactions on
unified payments interface
(UPI), as the digital payments landscape witnesses
a stupendous growth.
With RuPay credit cards
being enabled on UPI,
Razorpay merchants can
begin accepting credit card
payments on UPI, with
minimal changes to their
existing setup.
The company said that
move is made possible in
partnership with Axis bank,
which shares Razorpay’s
focus on catering to the
ever-evolving needs of
merchants and delivering
greater convenience.
This offering is in line
with the National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI)
and the Reserve Bank of
India’s (RBI) latest innovation in the digital space, said

the company. On October
4, the NPCI allowed the
linking of RuPay credit
cards with the BHIM UPI
app.
“For this enablement to
bring in the impact, the
readiness of any payment
gateway infrastructure is
essential. Under this context, Razorpay has taken the
first
step
towards
democratising credit card
transactions on UPI for our
merchants,” said Shashank
Kumar, MD and Co-founder,
Razorpay.
Approximately 250 million Indians use UPI for their
day-to-day transactions, and
nearly 50 million users

have one or more credit
cards.
The customers of HDFC
Bank, Punjab National Bank,
Union Bank and Indian Bank
will be the first to enjoy the
benefits of this innovation,
said the company.
“This will enable users
to transact seamlessly with
merchants across India on
credit rails in line with the
government’s vision to expand the structured credit
infrastructure in India,” said
Nalin Bansal, Chief of Corporate and Fintech Relationships and Key Initiatives,
NPCI. According to the RBI
data, the credit card industry in the country has grown
steadily at the rate of 30 per
cent over the last three
years. “We believe this
move has the potential to
change the way customers
make payments in the next
2-3 years,” said Sanjeev
Moghe, President & Head Cards & Payments, Axis
Bank.

Now travel across 181 nations with 1
Airtel
‘World Pass’ data roaming pack
New Delhi, (IANS) speed) with 100-minute they use on the app and

Bihar Chief Minister Nitish Kumar and Governor Fagu Chauhan
distrubuting Saree to women on the occasion of the birth anniversary of the
first President of India late Rajendra Prasad, in Patna.UNI

Airtel on
Tuesday
launched a ‘World Pass’
traveller data roaming
pack
that
works
seamlessly across 181
countries.
The ‘Airtel World
Pass’ data pack starts
from Rs 649 for one day
validity with unlimited
data (500MB high

calling (local/India) for both
postpaid and prepaid options, and goes up to Rs
14,999 with unlimited data
(15GB high speed) and
3,000 minute calling with
365-day validity (postpaid).
“This offers our customers
one pack for the globe, significantly greater value, allows them to control what

allows for emergency
data usage long after the
pack allowance is over,”
said Shashwat Sharma,
Director Consumer Business, Bharti Airtel. The
company said that with
this, users do not need
to buy multiple packs
across multiple countries or transit airports.
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New PDP Bill to bolster India’s narrative
as a trusted global partner: Nasscom
New Delhi, (IANS) The
key industry stakeholders
led by industry body
Nasscom, during a meeting with IT Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw, have
emphasised that the draft
Digital Personal Data Protection Bill 2022 will bolster India’s narrative as a
trusted global partner for
all invested in digital transformation.
In the meeting, attended by Alkesh Kumar
Sharma, Secretary MeitY,
along with startups and
small and medium enterprises (SMEs), provided
their initial feedback and
suggestions on the bill to
the IT Minister last week.
Vaishnaw said that as
the PDP Bill gets finalised,
on cross-border data flows,
the government will ensure that the approach
focusses on strengthening

Musk enters ‘chill
mode’ after
removing bots on
Twitter
San Francisco, (IANS)
Twitter CEO Elon Musk said
he has entered a “chill
mode” after removing bots
on the micro-blogging platform. When a user tweeted
on Sunday that “a whole
bunch of accounts of people
who, as far as I know, generally don’t do anything but
tweet memes and positivity
are being suspended”, Musk
replied: “Team was a bit too
intense with spam/bot suspensions. Moving to chill
mode.” Several users expressed their thoughts on
Musk’s post. While one user
commented, “It is an honor
to be called a bot by you. lol”,
another said, “Chill mode:
ON”. Last week, Musk said
that the micro-blogging platform had started “purging” a
lot of spam and scam accounts, so the users might
see a “count drop” in their
followers. Before the Twitter
takeover, Musk had claimed
in April this year that he
would “defeat” the “spam
bots” on the micro-blogging
platform or “die trying”.

data protection without
disrupting data flows.
The industry felt that a
framework prepared in
consultation with government
departments,
sectoral regulators, and
public
consultations,
should provide a clear, proportionate and enabling
framework, Nasscom said
in a statement on Monday.
Industry welcomed the

retention of forward-looking concepts, such as the
consent manager, to enable citizens to effectively
manage their consent.
The IT Minister said that
the PDP Bill will be designed to redress concerns and complaints regarding data protection in
a manner that the mechanism is accessible and effective for every strata of

Google working to speed up
install times of Pixel
software update
San Francisco, (IANS)
Google is reportedly working to speed up install
times of software updates
on Pixel smartphones.
Earlier, installing an OTA

(over-the-air) update on a
Pixel smartphone required
at least 10 to 15 minutes of
downtime due to the
device’s repeated restarts
and booting into recovery
mode,
reports
AndroidPolice.
The tech giant has been
adjusting the update procedure ever since the debut of Seamless updates
with Android 7.0 Nougat

(Android operating system).
With the help of these
upgrades, the Pixel now
downloads a software update in the background on
a secondary virtual system
partition and switches to
it with a reboot, cutting
down the total downtime
to a few minutes.
Google is also working
on a compression approach to accelerate the
installation of OTA updates on hardware.
The enhancements
can lower the time it
takes to complete an OTA
install by as much as ten
minutes, the report said.
In October, the tech giant had introduced a new
feature called “Clear Calling” in its latest beta update
for Pixel 7 series users to
improve call clarity.
The call quality enhancer was available for
those who download the
Android 13 QPR1 (Quarterly
Platform Release) beta 3
software update.

Dina Boluarte (R) attends a swearing-in ceremony to become president at
Congress in Lima, Peru . Peru's Congress on Wednesday swore in Vice President Dina Boluarte as the country's new president, making her the first
woman to assume the presidency in the history of the Andean nation. UNI

Demand for moderate
rate hike by RBI voiced

Chennai, (IANS) With
the Reserve Bank of India’s
(RBI) Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) expected to
revise upwards the interest
rate on Wednesday, industry players are voicing out
for a moderation.
The MPC has hiked the
interest rate in recent
times by 190 basis points
(bps) to contain the inflation. According to Shishir

Baijal, Chairman and Managing Director, Knight Frank
India, out of 190 bps repo
rate hike, 105 bps rise has
already been transmitted in
the marginal cost of funds
based lending rate ( MCLR).
“The mortgage rates have
increased in line with the
MCLR and the cumulative
growth in residential sales
in the last six months have
understandably begun

Apple improves lead time for
iPhone 14 Pro models
San Francisco, (IANS) Tech giant Apple’s iPhone 14
Pro models’ supply has improved and the lead time for
getting them into customers’ hands has lessened. Lead
times will remain a priority throughout this month, reports AppleInsider. The lead times for customers to
receive their smartphones were impacted by the tech
giant’s ongoing issues at the Zhengzhou Foxconn facility, the largest manufacturer of the iPhone 14 Pro
models. As Apple attempted to shorten the delay, it
now appears that the supplies of Pro models are coming through. Global lead times for Pro models decreased
from 35 days to 29 days one week ago, the report said.
Last week, it was reported that iPhone 14 Pro models’
shipments would drop by 20 million in the fourth quarter (Q4). According to Apple analyst Ming-Chi Kuo, the
shipments of iPhone 14 Pro and iPhone 14 Pro Max
models would be between 15 million and 20 million
units lower than expected. Meanwhile, last month,
workers at Apple iPhone supplier Foxconn’s largest
factory in China clashed with the security forces and
company officials amid protests over late bonus payments for work during Covid lockdowns.

showing some signs of
slowing,” Baijal said. According to Baijal, the
affordability of the home
buyers has also reduced by
10 per cent since the beginning of this interest rate
hike cycle. Referring to the
Q2 FY23 GDP print, Baijal
said except for the service
sector, a degrowth was
seen in most of the core
sectors such as industry,
manufacturing and others.
“Hence, with inflation potentially showing signs of
ebbing and growth concerns coming to the fore,
we expect the RBI to hike
its repo rate by a comparatively subdued 30-35 bps in
the upcoming MPC meeting,” he added. Industry
lobby body Assocham recently had made a similar
request to RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das. At most,
the new rate hike should
not exceed the 25-35 bps
band, Assocham said in a
letter to Das. Several
economists too have said
the repo rate hike will be in
the 25-35 bps band. According to a report from
State Bank of India (SBI), the
RBI rate hike will be in
smaller magnitude attuned
to emerging market central
banks and the overall rate
setting tone.

the society.
“A good idea for
startups and technology
providers to offer their
feedback will be to test
the Bill against their specific use-cases to identify
gaps, if any, and provide
suggestions accordingly,”
Vaishnaw told the industry stakeholders.
The shift away from
revenue-based penalties
is to ensure certainty and
avoid getting into debates
on revenue calculations
which have created concerns in other regulatory
regimes, he maintained.
The industry stakeholders said that as compared to the previous
drafts, this version has
been simplified by removing past proposals that
were not related to personal data protection, such
as non-personal data, or

that would have posed
significant concerns to
ease of doing business,
such as the criminal offence, the hardware certification scheme, or the
statutory data residency
requirements.
“The technology neutral design of the Bill, combined with focus on leveraging technology to enhance the effectiveness
of the data protection
board and enable consent
management, were noted
as key features that would
help the Bill meet its objectives,” said Nasscom.
Recognising that data
is central to every country
and industry, Nasscom said
it will continue to work
with the government and
the industry to further
strengthen the PDP bill
from a privacy and innovation perspective.

Microsoft India hikes prices of
products, services by up to 11%
San Francisco, (IANS)
Microsoft has announced a
huge price hike of up to 11
per cent for its software
and services in India due to
currency fluctuations.
The company said the

“Indian rupee pricelist
changes to harmonise its
prices for commercial onpremises software and
online services between
India and the Asian region,
effective February 1, 2023”.

“Starting February 1,
2023, Indian rupee prices
for commercial on-premises software will increase by 4.5 per cent,
online services will increase by 9 per cent, and
Windows GGWA
will increase by
11 per cent to
realign close to
prevailing USD
pricing levels in
the Asian region,”
said
Microsoft in an
official
announcement.
Services
such as Microsoft 365 and
Dynamics 365 will appear
on Microsoft’s official site
for direct sale to Indiabased customers from February 1, 2023, with revised
Indian rupee prices.

Union Minister for Finance and Corporate Affairs, Nirmala Sitharaman
during the interaction with the 75th Batch of Indian Revenue Service, in
New Delhi.UNI

Samsung receives 2 cloud security
int’l standard certifications

San Francisco, (IANS)
Samsung Electronics announced that it has acquired two cloud-related international standard certifications, which confirms its
information protection and
system operation capabilities.
Samsung Electronics
has cleared ‘ISO 27001’ (Information Security Management System)
and
‘ISO 27017’
(Cloud Service Information Security Management System) established by ISO (International Organization for Standardization) and certified by
British Royal Society
of Standards, the
company said in a
blogpost.
The MX division, which
is in charge of mobile devices like smartphones, has
attained this certification,
proving the superiority of
the management system
and information security of
‘Private Cloud’, which is run

Web3, ChromeOS scams to dominate
online threat landscape in 2023
New Delhi, (IANS) Security software company
McAfee on Monday released its cyber threat predictions in which it predicts
that Web3 and ChromeOS
scams will dominate the
online threat landscape in
2023.
“McAfee encourages
consumers to protect
themselves online by being
critical when assessing
whether a website or
source is genuine, and ensuring they are using legitimate sites for online payments and transactions,”
said the company.
Fact-checking images,
videos and news content,
which is already on the rise,
will remain an important
and valuable part of media
consumption, it added.

With the pandemic, the
hype surrounding crypto,
Bitcoin and NFTs increased
dramatically. As a result, the
concept of “Web3” appeared, which includes
decentralised internet services. In exploring these
Web3 offerings, consumers
will be unaware of the dangers of crypto or creating
their own NFT content,
leaving them vulnerable to
scams, according to the
company. These scams may
tempt users to click on a
link or download an app
that appears to interact legitimately with certain
blockchains. Such apps may
not have the functionality
to interact with any
blockchain or may contain
invasive adware that compromises users’ privacy,

Google Home routines disappear
as control settings get new UI
San Francisco, (IANS)
Google is reportedly making more user interface (UI)
changes as its Home application ramps up preview
testing for its major redesign, but it also appears to
be breaking existing Assistant routines for some users. The Google Home application has introduced a
new interface for including
smart home devices in routines during the past few
days, reports 9To5Google.
The new page allows routines to manage various
features of each device, as
opposed to the previous
page’s drop-down settings
that only allowed users to
adjust the on or off settings

for each light or switch in
their home. In contrast to
the earlier interface, which
could only manage on or off
settings, the deeper menu
now allows changes to
colour, brightness, and
more depending on the
device being controlled,
the report said. In October
this year, the tech giant had
announced that it was rolling out a Home update
that would let users view
their Nest camera and
doorbell feeds on the web.
Google said users can easily check in on live views
in full screen, zoom in to
see more details, view
camera status, and more,
all from a web browser.

Tesla Model 3 prototype spotted
ahead of expected redesign
San Francisco, (IANS) Tesla Model 3 prototype
(concept car) with camouflage has been spotted
ahead of the expected redesign, which is likely to
be unveiled next year. There have been rumours
throughout the past week that Tesla was developing
a new Model 3 that will be launched in the second
half of 2023, reports Electrek. ‘Highland’ is reportedly
the project’s codename. Tesla has been incorporating
its large casting technique into the Model Y for a few
years now, replacing dozens of parts in the electric
SUV with a single large casting part. With Model Y,
compared to Model 3, the company has been able to
significantly increase manufacturing efficiency because of this new technology. Tesla CEO Elon Musk
stated that the same technology will ultimately make
its way to the Model 3, although he did not specify
when. The redesigned electric vehicle was spotted
and posted by a Twitter user. Given that the Model 3
has manufacturer plates which indicated that it was a
Tesla vehicle as well as the extensive use of camouflage on the front and rear of the car. It is expected
that the automaker was testing an improved model
of the electric sedan. Moreover, some users on Twitter observed a camera embedded in the corner of
the front right headlight, the report said.

time, device performance
and data usage and drains
their device battery. Moreover, the company said it
can expect to see
Chromebook users among
millions of unsuspecting
victims targeted to download and run malicious content in 2023. Whether appearing to be legitimate
Android apps, Progressive
Web Apps, or Chrome Web
Store extensions, users
should be wary of popups
and push notifications urging them to install untrustworthy apps, the company
added. McAfee has predicted four primary scams
with newer hooks which
consumers need to beware
of — cryptocurrency scams,
investment scams, fake
loans and Metaverse.

independently for services
like terminal software updates.
One of the most
recognised certifications in
the field of information security, ISO 27001, was created in 1999 and is based
on the BSI-defined ‘Information Security Management System (BS7799)’
standard.

“Samsung Electronics
spared no efforts by securing cloud technology and
strengthening its security
capabilities,” said Ahn Giljoon, vice president, mobile
platform center at Samsung
Electronics’ MX division.
“We will continue to

work hard to make it happen,” he added.
Information protection
policy and access control
are just two examples of
the 133 management requirements that must be
achieved in order to receive
the certification. ISO 27017
can be attained only when
the cloud service environment and information protection management are created
and run by international standards.
“The importance of
cloud technology
and information
protection is increasing in a rapidly growing business environment,” said BSI
(British Standards Institution), the world’s first
national standard setting institution. “Through this review, Samsung Electronics’
private cloud system we
have confirmed that operational capabilities and security are in line with international standards,” it added.

EU passengers will soon be able
to use 5G tech on planes
London, (IANS) Airline passengers in the European
Union (EU) will soon be able to use 5G technology in
their phones to full effect in the sky, the media reported.
According to BBC, the European Commission ruled that
airlines can offer 5G technology alongside slower mobile data on board planes. With this, flyers will no longer
be required to put their phone in flight mode, though the
details of how this will be implemented remain unknown.
“Enable innovative services for people and help European companies grow,” Thierry Breton, EU Commissioner
for the Internal Market, was quoted as saying. “The sky is
no longer a limit when it comes to possibilities offered by
super-fast, high-capacity connectivity,” he added. The
deadline for member states to make the 5G frequency
bands available for planes is June 30, 2023, according to
the report. This will let people use all their phone’s features mid-flight - enabling calls as well as data-heavy apps
that stream music and video. Since 2008, the EU Commission has reserved certain frequency bands for aircraft,
allowing some services to provide in-flight internet access, said the report. However, this service has historically
been slow because it relied on equipment to connect
people via satellite between the plane and the ground.
The new system will be able to take advantage of 5G’s
much faster download speeds, which can reach over
100Mbps according to mobile network EE — allowing a
film to be downloaded within minutes, the report added.

Apple’s AR/VR headset
may arrive in late 2023

San Francisco, (IANS)
Apple’s in-development
mixed-reality
headset
could see its launch extended from early 2023 to
later in the year due to software issues.
Apple analyst Ming-Chi
Kuo predicted that the
company’s AR (augmented
reality) and VR (virtual reality) headsets may delay
until the second half of
2023, reports AppleInsider.
He tweeted: “My latest
survey indicates that the
mass shipment schedule of
Apple’s MR headset may
delay to 2H23 because of
software-related issues (vs.
the previous estimate of

2Q23).”
However, Kuo did not
mention what these issues
could be, but they may relate to its operating system,
known as realityOS or xrOS,
according to the report.
The delay appears to
affect only the mass shipment of finished goods,
rather than manufacturing
itself.
According to Kuo, component shipments will still

take place in the first half
of 2023, possibly in the second quarter.
“The delay in mass shipment of this product may
hurt the optical industry’s
near-term market sentiment. Major suppliers of
Apple MR headset optical
suppliers include Largan
(lens), Genius (Pancake),
Cowell (camera module),
Primax (eyeball tracking
module), etc.,” he tweeted.
In terms of how many
headsets Apple could produce in 2023, Kuo forecasts
“less than 500K units”, down
from a market consensus of
8,00,000 to 1.2 million
units, said the report.

A spoon-billed sandpiper is seen in a wetland of Danzhou, south China's
Hainan Province . Spoon-billed sandpipers are under first-class national
protection in China. Due to the strengthening protection of wetlands and
birds in recent years, this year is the fourth consecutive year for Danzhou to
welcome spoon-billed sandpipers in winter. UNI
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Proud I’m part of a show which raises
issues about which people cringe to talk

Rupali
Ganguly

Mumbai, (IANS) Rupali Ganguly, who is
currently seen playing the titular role in the
show ‘Anupamaa’ talks about the ongoing
track where Anupamaa is helping the rape
victim in fighting her battle for justice. The
actress says that raising such issues is quite
important and she is fortunate to be part of a
show which is trying to give out a strong
message.
She says: “I feel very very proud that I am
a part of a show which raises the issues about
which people cringe to talk about. People
want to kind of put topics under the rug and
forget about them. I am glad that we are raising issues that need to be brought forth. My
producer is very gutsy to pick a subject like

this. The entire point was to bring people out of
their comfort zone and say ‘Hey, this happened.
And what better to say than to say it through
Anupamaa?” Rupali, who became a household
name with shows such as ‘Sarabhai Vs Sarabhai’,
‘Sanjivani’,‘Baa Bahoo Aur Baby’, and many more,
shares further that the current track is meant to
motivate people to understand the importance
of opening up about such abuse because hiding it is not going to resolve any problem. “The
idea behind bringing up this topic was that such
things have been happening for years but still
talking about such things has been considered
a taboo with our current plot. We want people
to be comfortable talking about such things,”
she adds. ‘Anupamaa’ airs on Star Plus.

Manoj Bajpayee looks in deep
thought in ‘Bandaa’ poster
Mumbai, (IANS) Manoj Bajpaye’s courtroom
drama film now has a title and a poster. The
film titled ‘Bandaa’ will see Manoj essaying the
role of a lawyer. The film’s black and white
poster, which was released on Wednesday,
features the versatile actor in an intense look
with raised lines on his forehead. The high contrast imagery has sepia tone blanketing the
highlighted parts. The film has been shot in
Jodhpur and Mumbai and is expected to release in 2023. During the last day of the shoot,
Manoj Bajpayee received a standing ovation
from the cast and crew while filming the closing scene which was an intense courtroom
sequence. This was followed by a cake cutting
to celebrate the film’s wrap as Bajpayee and
the entire team expressed their gratitude for
the work put into this highly anticipated film.

Ayushmann hopes ‘strong word of mouth’ helps
‘An Action Hero’ snowball its theatre footfalls
Mumbai, (IANS) Bollywood star
Ayushmann Khurrana’s recent movie
‘An Action Hero’ may not have
opened well at the box-office but the
‘word of mouth’ seems to be bringing some respite to the film which
also stars Jaideep Ahlawat.
On Monday, Ayushmann
took to his Instagram to
share a long note talking
about how the film has
been put together by first
time storytellers and how
it deserves audience love.
The note has been
undersigned
by
Ayushmann and the
film’s producer Aanand L.
Rai. It starts off in Hindi
with enlisting the many
firsts, including the first
time talents, involved in

Kartik Aaryan enjoyed the process of
‘achieving the intensity’
in ‘Freddy’
Mumbai, (IANS) Actor Kartik Aaryan is
currently basking in the success of his latest release ‘Freddy’, in which he pulled
off a very layered and intense character
with utmost fineness. He said that he enjoyed the process of achieving the “intensity”. Talking about the success of Freddy,
Kartik said: “I am extremely overjoyed by the
kind of response I have been receiving for
Freddy. It was indeed a very tough character
that has come my way but I enjoyed the process of achieving the intensity.” “This is something I always like to experiment with my characters and I am very glad that the audience is loving the performance and accepted Freddy the way we really
wanted this character to come out. As
an actor, it feels truly amazing to
know that people are accepting
me in this shade too as I tried my
hand at this genre for the first
time.”

Sidharth Malhotra:
‘Yodha’ has unveiled a
newer version of me

Mumbai, (IANS) As ‘Yodha’ is all set
to release on July 7, 2023, actor Sidharth
Malhotra said that the upcoming film has
unveiled a newer version of him. The thriller
‘Yodha’, directed by Pushkar Ojha and Sagar
Ambre, is based on a hijacking. The film features Sidharth in an action-packed role and
an all-new avatar. Co-stars Disha Patani and
Raashi Khanna will be seen alongside
Sidharth Malhotra. He took to his Instagram
with the film’s poster: “Packed with action,
thrills, and big screen entertainment; our
#Yodha is landing in cinemas near you, so
fasten your seat belts! JULY 7, 2023,
YODHA IN CINEMAS.” Sidharth said: “As
an artist, you would want to work on
scripts that bring out the best in you.
This truly unveiled a newer version
of me, which I am very thankful for.

Deepika Padukone to
star as lady Singham,
announces Rohit
Shetty
Mumbai, (IANS) Filmmaker
Rohit Shetty during the song launch
of his upcoming film 'Cirkus' revealed that actress Deepika
Padukone will be donning the khaki
uniform for his cop universe as they
are all set to work together. Rohit,
who was at the launch of 'Current
Laga Re' along with Ranveer Singh
and Deepika, made the news on
stage. He said: "Log poochte rehte
hai Singham ka agla part kab
aayega? Today let me take his opportunity to say that Deepika and I
will work together next year." Rohit
and Deepika have previously
worked together in 'Chennai Express' which stars Shah Rukh Khan
and released in 2013.

the film like the director Aniruddh,
writer Neeraj Yadav, composer
Parag’s first theatrical film and cinematographer Kaushal Shah.
The note then progresses into
showing how the duo of
Ayushmann and Aanand have always tried to break the clutter with
their cinematic efforts.
It reads, “As a team, we are always aligned and inclined to try and
cause creative disruption. From
‘Shubh Mangal Saavdhan’, ‘Shubh
Mangal Zyada Saavdhan’ and now ‘An
Action Hero’, we have tried to give
audiences something new to savour
and discuss through our brand of
cinema. So, we are humbled with all
the positivity and the ‘strong word
of mouth’ surrounding ‘An Action
Hero’. We hope this snowballs into
more and more people coming to

the theatres.”
The note further spoke about
their knack for bringing fresh stories to the fore, “We have always
wanted to tell stories differently
and back projects that are fresh,
that are unique & clutter-breaking. We are grateful for the love
that’s coming our way for ‘An Action Hero’. It validates our stance
of walking the road less travelled,
to take risks and hopefully contribute to making our industry a
more diverse storytelling entity.”
“For us, ‘An Action Hero’ is a
rare script, a film that was meant
to push the envelope of creativity and we hope you continue
giving it love and appreciation in
the days to come. Keep loving
and supporting,” the statement
read.

Ranveer feels comedy is difficult genre,

calls Rohit Shetty ‘king of comedy’

Mumbai, (IANS) Bollywood star
Ranveer Singh, who hopes to set his
box-office performance on track with
his upcoming theatrical film ‘Cirkus’,
feels that comedy is the most difficult genre to pull off for both actors
and directors.
In the same breath he
complimented his director
Rohit Shetty as the “king of
comedy” at the song
launch of ‘Current Laga Re’
in Mumbai on Thursday.
However, the statement can be debated as Indian cinema has directors of
the likes of Priyadarshan and
Anees Bazmee as well.
Ranveer also showered
praise on his wife Deepika
Padukone and mentioned that her
character of Meenamma from
the 2013 Shah Rukh Khanstarrer ‘Chennai Express’ is his
all time favourite character of
her.
The actor said, “I think out
of all genres comedy is a very
difficult one to pull off. It is
the litmus test for any actor
or a storyteller because if you
miss the beat for the
punchline it can collapse in
no time.”

Lauding his director, the actor
mentioned, “My humorous side
comes out the best when I work with
Rohit Shetty because he is the king
of comedy and has been doing it for
close to 16 years
now.”

After facing the heat at the boxoffice with colossal flops like ‘83’ and
‘Jayeshbhai Jordaar’, Ranveer is looking to swing back into action with
‘Cirkus’ which lands in cinemas on
December 23, 2022.

‘Brahmastra’is most searched
movie on Google in India
New Delhi, (IANS) Google India on Wednesday revealed the
most searched queries, events,
personalities and much more in
‘Year in Search 2022’ results, in
which the Ranbir Kapoor-Alia
Bhatt starrer ‘Brahmastra’ was the
most searched movie in the country.
“If 2021 saw people taking
their first guarded steps into a postpandemic era, 2022 marked the
year we bounced back stronger
in many ways.” the tech giant said
in a statement.
“Search helped people find a
world of information, be it questions on everyday interests, new
passions, or more intricate topics,”
it added.
The Indian Premier League
was the trending search topic in
India, while queries of the T20
World Cup and Asia Cup peaked.
India also dominated global
sports trends, taking the top five
spots on the list of the most trend-

ing matches worldwide.
‘Covid vaccine near me’ was the
most searched ‘near me’ query, followed by ‘Swimming pool near me’
and ‘Water park near me’.
‘Brahmastra’ and blockbuster ‘KGF
2’ took the top spots for movies. They
also made it to the list of the top global trending movie searches.

People all over the world were
humming Indian songs as well,
with Aditya A’s indie-pop number
‘Chaand Baaliyan’ and‘Srivalli’ from
the Tamil superhit ‘Pushpa: The
Rise’, among the most popular
tunes for worldwide searches.
The ‘Agnipath scheme’, the Central government scheme to recruit
youth in the Indian Army, led the
‘what is’ search queries. Other
‘what is’ searches on Google revealed people’s preferences for a
wide range of subjects, including
news, finance, technology, and
health. ‘How to’ trending queries
led by ‘How to download vaccination certificate’ and ‘How to
download PTRC challan’ (professional tax registration certificate).
People in the country showed interest in a diverse range of global
and local personalities that were
in the news including President
Droupadi Murmu, UK Prime Minister Rishi Sunak and suspended
BJP spokesperson Nupur Sharma.

Nargis Fakhri calls
Guru Randhawa
‘grounded,
creative and an
intelligent man’
Mumbai, (IANS) Actress
Nargis Fakhri is ecstatic for the
release of her upcoming number ‘Fayaah Fayaah’ with Guru
Randhawa, whom she calls a
“grounded, creative and an intelligent man”. The actress posted
on instagram about their song
‘Fayaah Fayaah’ with the caption
“Cannot wait for you to enter
the Sci-fi Universe with us!
#FayaahFayaah
from
#ManOfTheMoon releasing on
7th December 2022. Stay
tuned. #tseries @tseries.official
# B h u s h a n K u m a r
@ g u r u r a n d h a w a
@officialveemusic @rupanbal”
Talking about Guru, the actress
shared: “It was really fun shooting for it and Guru was great to
work with. I enjoyed getting to
know him. He’s a ver y
grounded, creative and an intelligent man.” Nargis made her
Bollywood debut in 2011 with
the Ranbir Kapoor-starrer
‘Rockstar ’. She subsequently
played a war correspondent in
the political thriller ‘Madras
Cafe’ and starred in the commercially successful comedies
‘Main Tera Hero’, ‘Spy ’ and
‘Housefull 3’. The 43-year-old actress was last seen in ‘Torbaaz’,
an action thriller film directed
by Girish Malik.

Malaika says son
Arhaan was most
supportive for ‘Moving
In With Malaika’
Mumbai, (IANS) Actress Malaika
Arora said her son Arhaan was very
supportive as he said yes to her to
take forward her reality show ‘Moving In With Malaika’.
In the opening episode of the
much awaited show - Moving In With
Malaika, producer, director, choreographer and a dear friend Farah Khan
Kunder comes over to Malaika’s
place for a friendly visit. The two go
back in time and reminisce about
the making of Malaika. They talk
about her past, present and much
more.
In the conversation, Farah asks
how Malaika’s close ones have reacted to the news of her doing a
reality show, first being Malaika’s son,
Arhaan, “How come Arhaan has
agreed to this?”
To which the gorgeous diva
Malaika Arora smiles and responds,
“He was the most supportive, Farah.
He said mom, go for it. Somewhere
for me I think half that battle was
won. He’s a kid. I should be able to
do something where he feels proud
of what I’m doing, he’s comfortable
with what I’m doing.”
Created by Banijay Asia and
Malaika Arora, the series will start
streaming from December 5 onwards on Disney+ Hotstar.

‘Pitchers’ director
announces second
season with new
faces
Mumbai, (IANS) ‘Pitchers’
director Vaibhav Bundhoo announced the second season of
the web series which will feature some new faces apart from
the previous cast. Ridhi Dogra,
Sikander Kher and Ashish
Vidyarthi have joined the web
series for the second season.
‘Pitchers 1’ is a story of four
entrepreneurs, who left their
jobs to establish their own
ventures and for that they
faced all the odds in their lives.
It features Naveen Kasturia,
Arunabh Kumar, Abhay
Mahajan and Jitendra Kumar
in lead roles and was released
in 2015.
Vaibhav, who is known for
‘ImMature’, ‘Hostel Daze’,
among others, said that the
new season is going to be different and better in terms of
story and visuals both.
“Season 2 of ‘Pitchers’ is
going to be a level up not just
in terms of story but also visually. The characters have
evolved and so has the world
of start-ups which they have
to navigate. This show has always been about offering
something new to the audience and we hope to live up
to the love of the fans,”
Vaibhav shared.
‘Pitchers S2’ will be
streaming on ZEE5.

'BB 16': Sreejita De,
Vikkas Manaktala are
the new wildcard
entrants
Los Angeles, (IANS) The first
evicted contestant from 'Bigg Boss
16' Sreejita De is back in the house
as a wildcard entry. A promo shared
by the channels Colors on Instagram
announced it. The promo showed
Sreejita hugging Shalin and passing
some mean comments at Tina Datta.
Sreejita said: "Now I can hug Shaleen,"
as an angry Tina walks towards them.
The latter even asked Bigg Boss if he
didn't want to see her happy in the
house. The housemates cheered for
her but Tina looked shocked. Sreejita
then told Tina via a video message:
"You are full of negative energy."
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Epic Games not
planning for
Fortnite VR

Actress Himaja along with top models at the inauguration of the three
days long Sutraa Wedding Special exhibition, in Hyderabad.UNI

San Francisco, Dec 9
(IANS) Epic Games CEO Tim
Sweeney said the company
"has no plans" to build its
battle royale game Fortnite
in virtual reality (VR).
Sweeney tod
l
The
Verge that the idea to bring
Fortnite to VR will not work
well.
"The thing that we do in
Fortnite every day as
gamers is run through an
environment rapidly, and it's
the kind of experience that
involves intense motion
and doesn't work as well in
VR," he said.
In a bid to empower
gamers, Epic Games had
hosted the in-person
Fortnite Champion Series
last month in Raleigh,
th Carolina, with a prize
pool of $1 million.--IANS

India must build robust consumer awareness, strong
policies to cut tobacco use: Top global expert
New Delhi, The Indian
government must try to reduce tobacco use and second-hand smoke by adopting a robust consumer
awareness movement regarding the harms caused
by tobacco use, a top international consumer policy
expert said on Friday.
According to Professor
Bejon
Kumar
Misra,
Founder at Patient Safety
and Access Initiative of India Foundation, in the area
of public health, harm reduction is about developing policies to try and
minimise the negative
health impact of a risky activity without stopping it
entirely.
Most importantly, there
should be an effort to move
towards less harmful alternatives as compared to
conventional
tobacco
which has been successfully implemented by several countries, professor
Misra told IANS.
Here are the excerpts
from an interview:
Q. How can the
government's concerns
around excessive tobacco
usage and nicotine addiction be addressed?
A: We need a strong
political will to make it happen. It is crucial that the
Government of India ag-

gressively looks at all the
three-pronged strategies
for controlling tobacco use
or addiction, which are (1)
supply control (2) demand
reduction and (3) harm reduction. The WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (WHO FCTC)
defines "tobacco control"
to mean a range of supply,
demand and
harm reduction strategies that aim
to improve
the health of
a population
by eliminating or reducing
their
consumption of tobacco
products and exposure to
tobacco smoke.
The UN Focal Point on
Tobacco or Health (1997)
has stated that to attain a
substantial reduction in tobacco-caused death and
disease in existing smokers
and in future generations it
is important to adopt a triadic approach of coordinated (1) tobacco-use prevention; (2) smoking cessation; and (3) reduction of
exposure to toxins in
people who are unable or
unwilling to completely
abstain from tobacco.
Government must try to
reduce tobacco use and

RBI pauses onboarding of online
merchants by Pat Payments
Services
New Delhi: Banking regulator RBI has put a
pause on onboarding of online merchants by Pat
Payments Services, even as the company said it
will have no material impact on its business, according to a regulatory filing.
One97 Communications (OCL), which owns the
Pat brand, had proposed to transfer the payment
aggregator services business undertaken by it to
Pat Payments Services (PPSL) in December 2020
to comply with payment aggregator (PA) guidelines of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) but the
banking regulator had rejected its application.
The company had resubmitted the required
documents in September 2021. Pat said PPSL has
now received a letter from RBI in response to an
application for the authorization to provide PA services for online merchants.
As per the letter, PPSL is required to Seek necessary approval for past downward investment from
the company into PPSL, to comply with FDI Guidelines and not onboard new online merchants.

Adani to raise Rs 20K crore
through fresh share issue
New Delhi: Billionaire
Gautam Adani’s conglomerate said it will raise Rs
20,000 crore in equity to
fund the massive expansion at his sprawling business empire that now spans
from ports to energy to cement. Adani Enterprises Ltd.,
the flagship firm of Asia’s
richest person, will raise
funds through the issue of
fresh equity shares, it said in
a stock exchange filing. The
public offering will help

Adani Enterprises Ltd. (AEL),
which is the business incubator for the group and currently houses businesses
from civil aviation to data
centres, diversify the shareholder base and build its
credibility and acceptance
among investors. Promoters
currently hold 72.63 per cent
shares of AEL. Of the remaining 27.37 per cent, almost
20 per cent is held by insurance companies and foreign
portfolio investors.

second-hand smoke by
adopting a robust consumer
awareness movement regarding the harms caused
by tobacco use, strict tobacco-free designated areas and policies on advertising / tracing, providing
expert counselling and appropriate Nicotine Replacement Therapies (NRT)
to tobacco users
who want to
quit and innovative harm reduction products to
empower consumers to make
an informed
choice as tobacco
users
who are unable to quit but
want to shift to a less harmful product.
As per the 2017 Global
Adult Tobacco Survey
(GATS) (a global study for
systematically monitoring
adult tobacco use, funded
by the Governments of India, Brazil, Greece, Malaysia,
Panama, Qatar,Thailand, and
Turkey with support from
the Bloomberg Foundation,
ACS Foundation and others) 99.5 million adults
smoke tobacco in India.
Of those, 38.5 per cent
reportedly attempted to
quit smoking, yet only a
small fraction of them succeeded. Although NRTs

(nicotine chewing gums,
patches etc.) are approved
cessation therapies, more
than 80 percent of smokers who use them to stop
smoking fail. So, clearly just
the cessation measures
adopted by the Government have not proved to
be enough.
Q. The Indian government imposed a ban on ecigarettes and related products in 2019. How has the
ban impacted the consumers/smokers?
A: Via the 2019 ban, a
wide range of products, including e-cigarettes, all
forms of electronic nicotine
delivery systems, tobacco
heating devices, also
known as "Heat Not Burn
(HnB products), e-hookah
and like devices etc. were
banned.These products are
sold globally as viable alternatives to conventional tobacco products to consumers who have unsuccessfully tried to quit smoking
cigarettes. Due to the ban
in India, Indian consumers/
smokers are being deprived
of the benefits of such
products without any credible justification, whereas
consumers around the
world continue to derive
benefits as they are legally
sold with appropriate controls in place.
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Govt can't violate privacy of citizens: MoS IT
New Delhi: The government will not be able to violate the privacy of citizens
under the proposed data
protection law as it will get
access to personal data
only in exceptional circumstances like national security, pandemic and natural
disasters, Minister of State
for Electronics and IT
Rajeev Chandrasekhar said.
The minister said that
the National Data Governance Framework Policy
has provision for handling
anonymisation of data
which is not part of the draft
Digital Personal Data Protection (DPDP) Bill 2022.
Chandrasekhar also said
the proposed Data Protection Board which will adjudicate matters related to
data protection will be independent and will not
have any government of-

ficer on the board.
While responding to
questions around privacy
on Twitter Live on Saturday
evening, the minister rephrased the question of a
participant to clarify the
stand of the government
and provisions in the draft
DPDP Bill 2022.
Let us say that the government wants to essentially violate the privacy of
citizens with this law. Is it
possible? That's the question. The answer is no. The
bill and laws lay out in very
clear terms what are the
exceptional circumstances
under which the government can have access to
the personal data of Indian
citizens. National security,
pandemic, healthcare,
natural disaster.
These are exceptions.
Just like freedom of speech

Housing sales in Gurugram jump
over 3-fold to 24,482 units during
Jan-Sept
New Delhi: Housing sales in Gurugram jumped
more than threefold on an annual basis to 24,482
units during January-September this year on higher
demand for residential properties across all price categories affordable, mid-income and luxury, according to Anarock. Housing sales in Gurugram stood at
7,725 units in the year-ago period.
Noida saw a 52 per cent increase in sales to 5,040
units in the first nine months of this year compared
to 3,315 units in the corresponding period of the
previous year, as per data compiled by Mumbai-headquartered property consultant Anarock. Sales in
Greater Noida rose 46 per cent to 8,651 units during
January-September 2022 from 5,925 units earlier.
Ghaziabad witnessed a 54 per cent rise in housing
sales to 5,395 units from 3,510 units in the corresponding period of 2021.

is not absolute and is subject to reasonable restriction, so is the right to data
protection, Chandrasekhar
said.
The draft DPDP Bill has
exempted certain entities
notified as data fiduciaries
by the government from
various compliances, including sharing details for
the purpose of data collection.
The provisions from
which government notified entities will be exempted deal with informing an individual about the
purpose for data collection,
collection of children's data,
risk assessment around
public order, appointment
of data auditor, among others.
The bill proposes to exempt government notified
data fiduciaries from shar-

ing details of data processing with the data owners
under the Right to Information about personal data.
The draft DPDP Bill also
bars individuals from sharing unverifiable and wrong
information with data handling entities, which some
people believe will deter
anonymisation on internet
platforms.
The minister further
said the National Data Governance Framework has
provisions to deal with
anonymous data while the
scope of the DPDP Bill is
limited to personal data protection only.
We have a National
Data Governance Framework Policy that is to deal
with the entire non-personal data and anonymised
data space.

Amazon to bring TikTok-like
feed of shoppable content
San Francisco, With an
aim to generate more engagement on its platform,
e-commerce giant Amazon
has announced that it will
bring a TikTok-like feed of
shoppable content named
'Inspire' to its application.
'Inspire'
is
the
company's attempt to get
users to make purchases as
they see products in online
content, reports The Verge.
The new feed option
will appear as a lightbulb
icon in the application and
will roll out to select US users this month.
The e-commerce giant
has also been recruiting

influencers to create videos
for the feed.
Inspire tab will allow
shoppers to select from
categories such as interior
design, pets and skincare.
The videos and photos
will include links of Amazon products which can be
directly purchased, the report said.\In August, the
company was reportedly
testing a TikTok-like vertical
photo and video feed in its
app internally.
"We are constantly testing new features to help
make the customers' lives
a little easier," an Amazon
spokesper

FPIs flock to Indian mkt; buy shares worth Rs 31,630 cr
New Delhi: Foreign
portfolio investors have rediscovered their liking for
Indian equities, making a
net investment of Rs
31,630 crore in November
on hopes of an end to the
aggressive rate hikes, and
positivity about overall
macroeconomic trends.
According to experts,
after remaining net sellers
in August and September,
Foreign Portfolio Investors
(FPIs) are unlikely to be
major sellers going forward.
Rising expectations of aggressive rate hike cycles

nearing an end on relatively
easing inflationary curve,
better than expected US
macroeconomics data and
resilience of the Indian
economy compared to global counterparts are also
driving FPI inflows. According to data available with
the depositories, FPIs invested a net sum of Rs
31,630 crore in equities
during November 1-25. In
comparison, there was a
net outflow of Rs 8 crore
and Rs 7,624 crore in October and September, respectively. In August, FPIs were

net buyers to the tune of
51,200 crore and they purchased equities worth
nearly Rs 5,000 crore in July.
Prior to this positive
trend, FPIs remained net
sellers for nine straight
months starting October
2021 amid a continuous
rise in the dollar. Going
ahead, FPI flows are expected to remain volatile in
the near term given the
geopolitical concerns,
Shrikant Chouhan, Head Equity Research (Retail),
Kotak Securities, said. So far
this year, the total outflow

by FPIs in equities stood at
Rs 1.37 lakh crore. The spurt
in net inflows in November
could be attributed to recent surge in equity markets, stability in the Indian
economy compared to its
global counterparts and
stabilization in the rupee,
Morningstar India Associate
Director - Manager Research Himanshu Srivastava
said. In a reflection of bullish market sentiments,
Sensex and Nifty scaled lifetime highs for the second
straight session on November 25.

Kirit Parikh panel likely to
recommend price cap for ONGC gas
New Delhi: A government-appointed gas price
review panel, led by Kirit
Parikh, is likely to recommend price caps for natural gas produced from
legacy fields of stateowned firms to help moderate CNG and piped cooking gas rates, while keeping the pricing formula for
difficult fields unchanged.
The panel, which was
tasked with suggesting a
fair price to the end-consumer while ensuring market-oriented, transparent
and reliable pricing regime
for India's long-term vision
for ensuring a gas-based
economy, may opt to suggest two different pricing
regimes, officials said.
For the legacy or old
fields of Oil and Natural Gas
Corporation and Oil India
Ltd. (OIL) -- where the cost
has long been recovered
and which are currently
governed by a formula that
uses rates in gas-surplus
nations such as the US,
Canada and Russia -- the
committee is likely to recommend a floor or minimum base price and cap or
ceiling rates. This would
ensure that prices do not
fall below cost of production, as they did last year, or
do not spike to record levels as currently.

Samajwadi Party MLAs sitting in a dharna in support of their various
demands at the entrance of the assembly house on the first day of the winter
session, in Lucknow.UNI

Gas from legacy fields
is sold to city gas distributors who had to raise rates

to USD 6.10 in April and further to USD 8.57 last month,
reflecting a surge in global

of CNG and piped cooking
gas by over 70 per cent after prices went up from
USD 2.90 per million British thermal unit till March

rates. This rise in rates,
which narrowed the gap
between CNG and polluting diesel, had prompted
the review.

An elderly farmer working at a mustard field in Guwahati. UNI

India going to record
fastest 5G rollout in world

New Delhi: India is going to record the fastest 5G
rollout in the world and it is
going to have the biggest
success of the next -generation telecom service
with the support of the
government, a senior Nokia
India official said.
While speaking at an
event organized by the Foreign Correspondent Club
on Friday evening, Nokia
India Head of Marketing
and Corporate Affairs, Amit
Marwah, without naming
China expressed concern
over 'infiltration equipment'
in telecom sector from
neighbouring countries.
We are not late, we are
at the right time. In the rest
of the country compared to
other countries where the
ecosystem has to develop.
We have a 5G-ready ecosystem.
We have 10 per cent of
smartphones in India which
are 5G ready. India is going
to witness the fastest rollout
of 5G which will be at least
three times faster than
what we have seen in 4G,
Marwah said.
The 5G services will
progressively cover the entire country over the next
couple of years -- Jio promises to do that by December 2023 and Bharti Airtel
by March 2024.
Marwah said telecom

manufacturing is becoming robust in India backed
by the production-linked
incentive (PLI) scheme.
We were part of PLI 1.0.
We were one of the only
companies that met and
exceeded our target of PLI

dia.

The government has
added additional incentives
for designing products in
India in the second version
of the PLI scheme.
Marwah said that manufacturing is on a very posi-

Broking houses lauding financial
gains of SBI
Kolkata: Chairman of the country's biggest lender
SBI Dinesh Khari asserted that analysts and broking
houses are praising the financial performance of the
bank which reported its highest profits recently.
For the first time, SBI registered the highest-ever
profits recorded by any corporate house, Khari said. The
bank's profits are the highest ever. SBI crossed the highest ever profits recorded by any corporate and analysts
and broking houses are praising this, he said.
In the second quarter of the current financial year,
the net profit of the lender stood at Rest 13,265 crore,
higher by 74 per cent compared to the previous similar
period. Naming broking houses, he said, MotileOswald
Securities had stated SBI is in a cruising mood.
ICICI Securities said that SBI is firing on all cylinders.
Khari said that SBI is a proxy to the Indian economy. This
is so as the bank gets the patronage of 47 crore customers and is practically a banker to every household.

Adani seeks licence to expand
power distribution in Mumbai
1.0. We let go-off that
scheme and let go-off the
incentive of one year because PLI 2.0 was even
more interesting.
Volumes and scale in
India are increasing so
much that you have let go
for one year.
We reapplied for PLI
f2.0 and today we are part
of PLI 2.0 which means we
are investing more, adding
more lines and adding more
products, he said.
The PLI scheme offers
up to 20 times incentive on
incremental sales of
telecom gears made in In-

tive note in India across the
sectors but definitely in
telecom. The only challenge right now is the availability of fabs which are
semiconductors.
60-80 per cent of what
we manufacture requires
semiconductors.
That is the area where
we still need to work on.
There is still some kind of
infiltration of equipment in
telecom
from
neighbouring countries
which need to have a little
more vigilance and kind of
stopping at the customs,
Marwah said.

Mumbai: An Adani
Group company has sought
licence for expanding its
power distribution business
into more areas of Mumbai,
including the country's largest container port JNPT.
In an advertisement
published in several newspapers in the city on Saturday, Adani Electricity Navi
Mumbai (AENM) said it has
approached
the
Maharashtra Electricity
Regulatory Commission
(MERC) for a distribution licence in some pockets of
the Mumbai Metropolitan
Region along with its listed
parent Adani Transmission.
The company is aiming

to get licence to distribute
power in areas exclusively
served by the state-owned
Mahadiscom in Mumbai's
suburbs Mulund and
Bhandup, and also Thane
district, Navi Mumbai,
Panvel, Kharghar, Taloja and
Uran.
The group, whose assets include the Adani Ports
business, is also vying to
distribute power to the
country's largest container
port JNPT located near Navi
Mumbai.
The parallel distribution
licence application is the
first such move by any
player under the Electricity
Act 2003.
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NITI Analog expresses concern over revival of old pension scheme
New Delhi: NITI Analog
Vice Chairman Suman Berry
expressed concern over
the revival of Old Pension
Scheme by some states,
saying it would burden future taxpayers at a time
when India needs to focus
on fiscal prudence and promoting sustained growth.
Berry also underlined
the need for enhancing
capital expenditure and
creating a space for the private sector through fiscal
consolidation.
I am slightly more worried about the return to the
Old Pension Scheme (OPS).
I think that is more of a concern because the cost will
be borne by future taxpayers and citizens, not the
present, he said.
The OPS, under which
the entire pension amount
was given by the govern-

ment, was discontinued by
the NDA government in
2003 from April 1, 2004.
Under the new pension
scheme, employees contribute 10 per cent of their
basic salary towards pension while the state government contributes 14 per
cent.
I think political parties
have to exercise discipline,
since we are all working for
a common cause of growth
of the Indian economy, and
for India to become a developed economy, you
know the long-term (objectives) needs to be balanced
against the short-term (objectives), Berry said. Two
Congress-ruled states,
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh,
have already decided to
implement OPS while BJPruled Himachal Pradesh has
promised to restore the

scheme if voted to power
in the state. Jharkhand too
has decided to revert to
OPS, while AimAdam Party-

duly elected state governments are free to make
their own choices on taxation and expenditure priori-

ruled Punjab recently approved
the
reimplementation of OPS.
Berry further explained that
in general, state borrowing
is effectively limited by the
RBI so states don't threaten
the overall financial stability. Within this debt limit,

ties, and to bear the political consequences of these
choices, he said. According
to Berry, currently RBI floats
state debt on a club basis,
so more prudent states
don't benefit from their discipline and this is unlike the
situation in advanced coun-

tries, where states and local bodies' borrowing costs
are based on their own
creditworthiness. India
should consider moving
toward greater market discipline of state finances as
is the case for the union
government. This will take
a considerable period to
become a reality but preparatory thinking could begin, the NITI Analog VC suggested. Noting that the
government pension issue
is different because the announcement benefits the
government of today, while
the costs are imposed on
future governments (and
citizens), this is why political parties need to enter
the picture, to safeguard
the interest of future governments against the
temptations faced by the
incumbent.

Migratory birds fly over a wetland in the Pobitora Wildlife Sanctuary
Morigaon District of Assam.UNI

India's fiscal trend to see strong India, GCC to launch free Cotton exports stall as farmers
revenues, debt stabilisation: Moody's trade agreement talks delay sales hoping for higher prices
New Delhi: Moody's Investors Service on November 22 said the trend of
gradual fiscal consolidation
remains intact for India and

going forward the country
will see strong revenue performance
and
debt
stablisation. Moody's Investors Service senior vice-presi-

The Award Ceremony was recently
held in Bhopal at the 42 nd National
Ahmedabad, December 10, 2022: In yet another
badge of honour for
Karnavati University, Dr
Rohan Bhatt, director,
Karnavati School of Dentistry (KSD) became the
youngest dentist in India
and first from Gujarat to get
the Star Pediatric Award by
the Indian Society of Pediatric and Preventive Dentistry (ISPPD). The award
ceremony was recently
held at the 42 nd National
Pediatric Dentistry Conference in Bhopal. Dr Bhatt received the award from
honourable president of
ISPPD, Dr Radhika Muppa
and honourable general
secretary of ISPPD, Dr
Nikhil Shrivastava.
The ceremony was attended by at least 1,300 Pediatric dentists from across
India, Nepal and other
neighbouring countries.
Besides serving KU, Dr Bhatt
also runs a successful private practice for children

and
teenagers
in
Ahmedabad for at least a
decade.
Through the award, his
efforts in displaying administrative capabilities along
with distinguished services
for the improvement of
Dental Education Research
and delivery of Oro-Dental
Healthcare
were
recognised. This is the highest recognition in the field
of Pediatric Dentistry.

dent Christian de Guzman
said India's 'Baa3' sovereign
rating balances its strength
of relatively high economic
growth and weakness of one
of the most highly indebted
emerging market sovereigns. The country's healthy
financial system is reflected
in deleveraging by Indian
corporates. We expect that
India is going to be the fastest growing G20 economy
next year but high inflation
pose a downside risk to
India's growth as households
and businesses have less purchasing power, Mr. Guzman
said in a Moody's virtual event
'Sovereign Deep Dive'.
Moody's had earlier this
month cut India's growth projection for 2022 to 7%, from
7.7% projected earlier.

Honda Cars ties up with Maruti
Suzuki Toyotsu for vehicle scrapping
New Delhi: Honda Cars
India said it has tied up with
Maruti Suzuki Toyotsu for
vehicle scrapping. The initiative will allow Honda to
offer its customers an endto-end solution for scrapping their End of Life Vehicles (ELVs). With this tieup,
the
Japanese
automaker strives to assist
its customers to get the

best value for their ELVs and
facilitate
hassle-free
deregistration and issue of
Certificate of Deposit/ Destruction through its dealer
partners, HCIL said. Maruti
Suzuki Toyotsu India (MSTI)
is a government-approved
ELV scrapping and recycling
company, which is setting
up scrap and recycling centres in the country.

MoS Tourism Ajay Bhatt speaking in Rajya Sabha during the Winter Session of Parliament in New Delhi. (Sansad TV) UNI

Indo-Pacific region is imp for
eco development of global community: Rajnath
New Delhi: The IndoPacific region remains important for the economic
development of not only
the region but also of the
wider global community,
Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh said. Centuries old
sea lanes criss-crossing the
region have helped enhance trade, he added.
Singh was delivering a
keynote address at the
Indo-Pacific Regional Dialogue-2022 in New Delhi.
He said that the global
community has been working towards economic development through multiple platforms and agencies, UN Security Council
being the foremost among
them. What is now required
is to elevate the paradigm
of collective security to a
level of shared interests
and shared security for all.
It is my firm belief that
if security becomes a truly
collective enterprise, then
we can think of creating a
global order, which is beneficial to all of us. We have
also been espousing the
idea of multi-alignment. We
believe in a multi-aligned
policy, which is realised
through diverse engagements with multiple stakeholders, so that views and
concerns of all can be discussed and addressed for a
prosperous future for all, the
minister said.
Singh said that the
strong and prosperous India would not be built at

the cost of others, rather,
India is here to help other
nations realise their full potential.
We should strive to create a win-win situation for
all. We should not be
guided by narrow self-interest, which is not beneficial in the long-run, but by
enlightened self-interest,

which is sustainable and
resilient to shocks.
They have also functioned as arterial connections to bring about a fusion
of cultures and ideas. It is
these very waters that carried the message of peace,
enlightenment, hope and
well-being centuries ago,
Singh added.

New Delhi: India and
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) will announce the
launch of negotiations for
a free trade agreement,
which aims at promoting
two-way commerce and
investments between the
regions, an official said.
GCC is a union of six
countries in the Gulf region
Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Qatar,
Kuwait, Oman and Bahrain.
India’s exports to the
GCC member countries
grew by 58.26 per cent to
about USD 44 billion in
2021-22, as against USD
27.8 billion in 2020-21, according to data from the
commerce ministry.

The share of GCC
members in India’s total
imports rose to 18 per cent
in 2021-22, from 15.5 per
cent in 2020-21. Bilateral
trade has increased to USD
154.73 billion in 2021-22,
from USD 87.4 billion in
2020-21. India has already
implemented a free trade
pact with the UAE in May
this year. This would be a
kind of resumption of FTA
talks as earlier two rounds
of negotiations had been
held in 2006 and 2008 between India and GCC. Third
round did not happen as
GCC deferred its negotiations with all countries and
economic groups.

Mumbai: Indian traders
are struggling to export cotton despite higher production as farmers are delaying sale of their harvest
hoping for higher prices in
coming months, industry
officials told.
The limited supplies are
keeping local prices significantly above the global
benchmark, making overseas sales unviable from the
world's biggest producer of
the fibre.
Harvesting of the new
crop started last month, but
many farmers are not willing to sell. They are holding
crop hoping prices would
rise like the last season, said

Gautam Adani weighs $5 bn fund
raise as banks urge deleveraging
New Delhi: Indian billionaire Gautam Adani is
courting sovereign wealth
funds in a push to raise

roughly $5 billion across his
sprawling business empire
after lenders asked the
group to reduce leverage,
people familiar with the
matter said.
The network of companies owned by Asia’s richest person has reached out
to top officials at firms including Mubadala Investment Co. and Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority about
investments, the people
said, asking not to be identified as the information is
private. Adani’s group is
looking to other large investment funds in the
Middle East as well as in
Canada to invest, they said.
The group has even discussed raising as much as

$10 billion, one of the
people said. Flagship firm
Adani Enterprises Ltd. is
considering issuing about
$1.8 billion to $2.4 billion
in new shares as soon as
next year, Bloomberg News
reported Tuesday.The $5 billion to $10 billion target
would include the funds
raised in the potential
Adani Enterprises share issue, one of the people said.
The company’s board will
meet Nov. 25 to discuss raising funds, Adani Enterprises

said in an exchange filing
Tuesday. Deliberations are
ongoing and no final decisions have been made, the
people said. The equity
fundraising plans are part of
what the Adani group calls
its systematic capital management program, which
has been in place since
2019 and under which the
Qatar Investment Authority
and Abu Dhabi-based International Holding Co. have
previously invested in the
Indian group.

president of the CAI.
Farmers
received
record prices for their last
season's crop, but the new
crop is unlikely to get the
same prices as local production has risen and global
prices have fallen, Ganatra
said.
Cotton prices hit a
record high of rupees
52,410 rupees per 170 kg
in June, tracking a rally in
global prices and as production fell. But prices have
corrected nearly 40% from
the peak.
Last year we sold raw
cotton at 8,000 rupees (per
100 kg) and later prices
jumped to 13,000 rupees,

Surjewala demands adequate supply
of urea for farmers in Rajasthan
Jaipur: Senior Congress
leader and Rajya Sabha MP
from Rajasthan Randeep
Surjewala has demanded
from the Union minister for
chemical and fertilizers
Mansukh Mandaviya to ensure adequate supply of
urea for the farmers in the
state.
Surjewala wrote a letter
to Mandaviya saying that
Rajasthan was allocated
4.50 lakh metric tonnes of
urea by the central government for October in the Rabi
season 2022-23 but only
2.89 lakh metric tonnes of

Square Yards forays facilitating fractional
ownership of real estate to investors
New Delhi: Proptech
firm Square Yards has entered into the business of
facilitating investors in having fractional ownership of
rent-yielding real estate assets and earn 14-18 per
cent annual return on their
capital.
PropsAMC, the asset
management services and
data intelligence arm of
Square Yards, has launched
fractional ownership real
estate investment platform
backed by proprietary data
and analytical capabilities,

the company said. Square
Yards, which is mainly into
brokerage service of properties and home loans, is
targeting to build USD 1 billion worth of AUM (Assets
Under Management) of
fractional ownership prop-

said Babulal Patel, a farmer
from western state of
Gujarat, the country's biggest cotton producer. This
year we are not going to
repeat the mistake. We are
not going to sell below
10,000 rupees, he said.
Farmers used proceeds
from the last few seasons'
harvests to create storage
facilities, which they are
using to store the crop,
Ashwini Bansod, head,
commodities research at
Phillip Capital India Pvt Ltd,
said. Despite higher output,
spot markets were receiving nearly a third lower in
supplies than normal, industry officials estimated.

erties over the next three
years. The minimum ticket
size to participate will be Rs
25 lakh. Most of its products
will not have any lock-in for
investors.
The platform will enable investors in having fractional ownership of leased
and pre-leased commercial
assets including warehouses, holiday homes and
schools. It will also explore
opportunities with high
coupon pay-outs on secured assets in residential
space.

urea was made available by
the ministry of fertilizers.
Similarly, in November
also, against the allocation of
4.50 lakh metric tonnes,
only 1.20 lakh metric tonnes
of urea has been supplied
by the central government
till November 10, 2022, he
said. Surjewala said that the
farmers were upbeat for advance sowing of rabi crops
due to good rainfall this year
but this has been adversely
affected by the shortage of
fertilizers in several districts
of the state. I have been told
that the government of
Rajasthan has already informed you about this crisis
by writing a letter, but till
now no solution has been
found to this problem, he
said. The Congress leader
said that the sowing of mustard and gram is going on at
present in Rajasthan and the
average area of these two
crops is likely to be 38 lakh
hectares and 22 lakh hectares respectively, for which
a minimum of 6 lakh metric
tonnes of urea will be required in November. He said
that if the availability of fertilizers in sufficient quantities is not ensured in time
then there will be a deep
crisis in agriculture and farming and requested to ensure
the availability of fertilizers
as soon as possible.

GSTN now part of AA network to facilitate cash flow lending to MSMEs: RBI
Mumbai: In a major
development, the Goods
and Services Tax network
(GSTN) has been included
to the account aggregator
(AA) network as a financial
information provider (FIP)
to facilitate cash flow lending to the micro, small, and
medium
enterprises
(MSMEs), the Reserve Bank
of India (RBI) said.
Department of revenue
shall be the regulator of

GSTN for this specific purpose and GST returns, viz.
Form GSTR-1 and Form
GSTR-3B, shall be the financial information”, the RBI
said.
The AA network had
been in discussion with the
GSTN network for their
onboarding for a long time
as this would give financial
institutions access to data
regarding small businesses,
which would help them to

extend loans to such businesses. As per Sahamati, an
industry alliance for the AA
ecosystem, all major public
sector banks and private
sector banks are live on the
network and many large
non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) have also
gone live. Recently, the Irdai
has asked the FIPs in the insurance sector to enter into
a contractual framework
with AAs.

Merger with home loan major HDFC to
take 8-10 months more: HDFC Bank
Mumbai: HDFC Bank
expects to amalgamate its
home loan major parent
HDFC into itself by September next year, a top official
said. Both HDFC and HDFC
Bank held general meetings on Friday to seek shareholder approvals for what
is billed as the largest
merger in Indian corporate
history at over USD 40 billion.
At the time of announcing the merger on April 4
this year, the entities had
said the merger will take
12-18 months. We believe
going by the past practice
and going by past trends, it
will take about 8-10
months time before an effective date is announced,
HDFC Bank's chief executive and managing director
Sashidharan Jagdishan said
at the meeting.

The merger will help
expand the capital adequacy ratio of the merged
entity by 0.20-0.30 per
cent, courtesy the healthy
capital adequacy of HDFC
Ltd, he added.
Given the fact that bank
deposits have to comply
with mandatory cash reserve ratio and statutory liquidity ratio requirements,
many shareholders at both
meetings showed keenness to understand if the
regulator will be offering
some forbearance for the
merged entity on this aspect.
In the HDFC meeting, its
chairman Deepak Parekh
said HDFC Bank is engaged
with the Reserve Bank of
India on the same but asked
the shareholders to not
worry.
In case, the forbear-

ances are not forthcoming,
the merged entity is expected to have sufficient
liquidity and alternatives
available to meet the necessary funding requirements, Parekh said.
HDFC Bank's chairman
Atanu Chakraborty said all
of HDFC's subsidiaries will
become subsidiaries of the
merged entity, but there are
some which cannot be a
part of the bank and will be
divested. On the issue of
board composition of the
merged entity, Chakraborty
said HDFC Bank will absorb
some of the members of
HDFC's board subject to requirements laid down under the Banking Regulation
(BR) Act, Companies Act
and other statutes, and
added that age, tenure and
area of expertise are looked
at by the BR Act. Parekh

made it clear to HDFC
shareholders that he will
not be joining the HDFC
Bank board given the age
mandate and added that
Chakraborty will continue
as the chairman of HDFC
Bank. Chakraborty said
HDFC's Renu Karnad will
continue to be on the board
of the bank as her appointment is for a period extending beyond the merger and
the company secretary will
also be joining the bank's
management team.
Jagdishan said that over
3,500 employees of HDFC
will be joining the 1.61 lakhstrong staff of the bank, and
almost all of the 508
branches of HDFC will also
get merged barring a few
ones, which are in close
proximity to an existing
HDFC Bank branch, which
will have to rationalize.

School children participate in Christmas celebration, in Patna. UNI
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NSIC partners with Walmart Global
Sourcing India
New Delhi, Dec 7
(IANS) Aiming to extend
schemes and other services
to MSMEs, the National
Small Industries Corporation Ltd has partnered with
Walmart Global Sourcing
India Private Ltd.
A memorandum of understanding (MoU) was
signed by Gaurang Dixit,
Chairman and Managing
Director,
NSIC
and
Prameela Mallaiah, Director
and Hub Leader, Walmart in
the presence of Union
MSME Minister Narayan
Rane.
Through this MoU, the
NSIC will be able to extend
the NSIC schemes and

other services to MSMEs
who would participate in
various
Vriddhi
programmes. Moreover, the
MSMEs would get the exposure to various advantages of gaining working
capital, bulk procurement
support etc. under various
opportunities offered by
the NSIC.
MSMEs who are part of
the NSIC ecosystem will
also be linked to the Vriddhi
programme in relevant
clusters and get access to
existing business training
content, advisory support,
tools and knowledge under
the programme - “free of
cost”.

India to grow at 'moderately brisk rate', inflation to ease: FM
New Delhi: India is well
placed to grow at a moderately brisk rate in the coming years on the back of
macroeconomic stability,
despite global monetary
tightening, a Finance Ministry report said.
It further said inflationary pressures will ease in
the coming months with
the arrival of kharif crops
and at the same time job
opportunities will increase
with improvement in business prospects.
The 'Monthly Economic
Review for October 2022'
also cautioned that the US
monetary tightening is a
future risk which could lead
to dip in stock prices,

Adani to raise Rs20,000 crore
through fresh share issue
New Delhi: Billionaire
Gautam Adani's conglomerate on Friday said it will
raise Rs20,000 crore in equity to fund the massive
expansion at his sprawling
business empire that now
spans from ports to energy
to cement.
Adani Enterprises Ltd,
the flagship firm of Asia's
richest person, will raise
funds through the issue of
fresh equity shares, it said
in a stock exchange filing.
Billionaire
Gautam
Adani's conglomerate said
it will raise Rs20,000 crore
in equity to fund the massive expansion at his sprawling business empire that
now spans from ports to
energy to cement.
Adani Enterprises Ltd,
the flagship firm of Asia's
richest person, will raise
funds through the issue of
fresh equity shares, it said
in a stock exchange filing.
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The public offering will
help Adani Enterprises Ltd
(AEL), which is the business
incubator for the group and
currently houses businesses from civil aviation to
data centres, diversify the
shareholder base and build
its credibility and acceptance among investors.
Promoters currently
hold 72.63% shares of AEL.
Of the remaining 27.37%,
almost 20% is held by insurance companies and for-

eign portfolio investors.
Shares of AEL have
more than doubled in the
last one year, giving it a
market value of Rs4.46 lakh
crore. Benchmark S&P BSE
Sensex index has risen just
5.4% over the same period.
AEL said its board of directors approved raising of
funds by way of a further
public offering through a
fresh issue of equity shares
by the company aggregating up to Rs 20,000 crore.

weaker currencies and
higher bond yields, resulting in higher borrowing
costs for many governments around the world.
It said a rapid deterioration in global growth prospects, high inflation, and
worsening financial conditions have increased fears

WABAG, Asian
Development
Bank tie up to
raise Rs200 crore
Chennai: Water treatment player Va Tech WABAG
Ltd. has signed an agreement
with Asian Development
Bank to raise Rs 200 crore
through unlisted non-convertible debentures, the
company said. This would be
Asian Development Bank’s
first investment in a water
sector company in the country. An agreement with Asian
Development Bank towards
raising Rs 200 crore through
unlisted non-convertible debentures carrying a five year
and three months tenure
which will be subscribed by
ADB over 12 months, Va Tech
WABAG said. The capital
raised would be used for
working capital requirements of the company and
would be within the current
borrowing limits thereby not
increasing the debt-level of
the company.

of an impending global recession.
India is well placed to
grow at a moderately brisk
rate in the coming years on
the back of macroeconomic stability, despite global monetary tightening, a
Finance Ministry report
said. It further said inflationary pressures will ease in
the coming months with
the arrival of kharif crops
and at the same time job
opportunities will increase
with improvement in business prospects. The
'Monthly Economic Review
for October 2022' also cautioned that the US monetary tightening is a future
risk which could lead to dip
in stock prices, weaker currencies and higher bond
yields, resulting in higher
borrowing costs for many
governments around the
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world. It said a rapid deterioration in global growth
prospects, high inflation,
and worsening financial
conditions have increased
fears of an impending global recession. The spillovers
of the global slowdown
may dampen India’s exports businesses outlook.
However, resilient domestic demand, a reinvigorated
investment cycle along
with strengthened financial
system and structural reforms will provide impetus
to economic growth going
forward. In a world where
monetary tightening has
weakened growth prospects, India appears well
placed to grow at a moderately brisk rate in the coming years on account of the
priority it accorded (to)
macroeconomic stability,
the report said.

YouTube rolls out Twitch-like
emotes
San Francisco, (IANS) Video-sharing platform
YouTube has started rolling out its own Twitch-like
emotes, named 'YouTube Emotes'. YouTube Emotes
is a new way for users to express themselves with
fun images across streams and comments, the platform said in a blogpost on Tuesday. Emotes are amusing collections of still images that users can use to
create a sense of community. To use YouTube
Emotes, click on the emoji picker in live chat or
comments and the available emotes and emojis
will be displayed. The new emotes also have specific names that users can type to autocomplete in
live chat. To give it a try, type ":cat-orange-whistling:" in a live chat. "We're starting with emotes
created for Gaming but are working on bringing
even more themes of emotes in the future, so stay
tuned for emotes for even more communities!" the
platform said. Last month, YouTube launched the
'Live Q&A' feature which allows users to create and
manage Q&A sessions in the live chat during their
streams and premieres by using 'Live Control Room'.

Microsoft may build 'super app'
to fight Apple & Google
San Francisco, (IANS) Tech giant Microsoft will
reportedly build an all-in-one 'super app' to compete with Apple and Google mobile dominance.
The application might combine shopping, messaging, web search, news and other services all in one
place, reports AppleInsider. Executives at Microsoft
believe that the application will help to grow both
Bing search and their advertising business. The tech
giant aspires to emulate companies such as Tencent,
which has all-in-one applications like WeChat. It is
still unclear whether the company will ever release
such an application. Meanwhile, last month, the tech
giant had introduced 'polls' that offer users a way to
create polls right away with the Microsoft Forms
app, making meetings more engaging in Teams. To
post a poll in a Teams channel or get instant feedback in a chat pane, go to the channel or chat you
want to include a poll in, then at the bottom of your
Teams window, select Forms, then add your question - and - Answer options.

Exporters demand fiscal incentives,
credit at affordable rates in Budget
New Delhi: Exporters
demanded fiscal incentives, tweaking in customs
duties on certain products
and credit at affordable
rates in the forthcoming
Budget to boost exports
and create jobs.
In a pre-budget virtual
meeting with Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman,
the Federation of Indian
Export Organisations (FIEO)
said the depreciation of the
rupee against the US dollar
is affecting exports' competitiveness and the sector
requires more support.

Creation of employment is the biggest challenge faced by the country.
We would urge the government to provide fiscal support to units which provide
additional employment in
the export sector, the
exporter's body said. It said
that incentives may be provided based on twin criteria of growth in exports and
the creation of additional
jobs.
The body stated that at
a time when global demand for goods is declining, it has become funda-
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Google to show you suggested
keywords under Search bar

mental to go for aggressive
marketing.
It argued that the Rs
200 crore support given
under MDA scheme for
promoting exports to USD
460-470 billion is just a
drop in the ocean. Therefore, for aggressive marketing, there is a need for the
creation of an Export Development Fund with a corpus
of minimum 0.5 per cent
of preceding year's exports,
it suggested adding a special scheme for goods exported by MSME can be introduced in the Budget.

*
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San Francisco, (IANS) Google has announced
that it will show users suggested keywords under
the Search bar to make it easier to explore topics
that are related to a search. An easy-to-scroll list of
related topics will be displayed at the top of the
search results page, the tech giant said in a blogpost
on Tuesday. Users can easily add or remove topics,
which are designated by a plus icon, to quickly
zoom in or backtrack on a search. For example, if
you type "dinner ideas", you might see topics such
as "healthy" or "easy". By selecting a topic, you can
quickly narrow down your search results with less
typing by adding it to your query. Then as you tap,
the topics will alter and become more dynamic,
providing you with additional possibilities and assisting you in discovering new areas.
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Patel Chem
Specialities P. Ltd.
A Consistent Quality / Innovative Solutions
A GMP & ISO 9001:2015 CERTIFIED COMPANY

Plot No. 272/4-5, Phase-II, GIDC Estate, Vatva,
Ahmedabad - 382 445. Gujarat, INDIA,
Phone : +91 79 2970 9854 / +91 97129 99854,
E-mail: info@pcspl.net • Website : www.pcspl.net

Manufacturer & Exporter of Pharmaceutical
Excipients & Speciality Chemicals
Super Disintegrants

Disolwell®
Croscarmellose
Sodium
IP, BP, EP, USP-NF
Blow Tab®
Sodium Starch
Glycolate
IP, BP, EP, USP-NF
Swellcal®
Carboxymethylcellulose Calcium, (Calcium CMC) JP, BP, EP,
USP-NF

Binders & Fillers

Hindcel®
Microcrystalline Cellulose IP, BP, USPNF
Pregelatinized Starch IP
Potato & Maize Starch IP
Viscosity Modifier

Rheollose®
Sodium Carboxymethyl Cellulose
IP, BP, EP, USP-NF
Lubricants

Magnesium Stearate
API Intermediates

Sodium Monochloro Acetate
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RIL, 2 Adani group
companies fastest wealth
creators: Motilal Oswal
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Microsoft enters 10-yr deal with
Nintendo for ‘CoD’ games
San Francisco, (IANS) Microsoft has entered a
10-year agreement with Japanese gaming giant
Nintendo to bring ‘Call Of Duty’ (CoD) games on
Nintendo consoles if the Activision Blizzard acquisition closes. Microsoft Gaming CEO Phil Spencer
made the announcement on Twitter on Wednesday. “Microsoft has entered into a 10-year commitment to bring Call of Duty to @Nintendo following the merger of Microsoft and Activision Blizzard King.“Microsoft is committed to helping bring
more games to more people, however they choose
to play,” he added. Spencer also mentioned that
“Microsoft has committed to continue to offer Call
of Duty on @Steam simultaneously to Xbox”. Earlier this week, Microsoft president Brad Smith had
confirmed that Microsoft offered a 10-year contract to Sony to make future CoD games available
on PlayStation.

Apple rolls out missing feature
in Mac Find My app
San Francisco, (IANS) Tech giant Apple has
started to roll out a missing feature in Find My
application for Mac, for finding AirTags and a number of other third-party accessories. With macOS
13.1 beta update, users can now use the Find My
application on their Mac to ping nearby accessories, reports 9To5Google. This feature was previously available in only the Find My applications on
iPhone, iPad, and Apple Watch. Users were only
able to play a sound on Apple products like iPhone
and AirPods in earlier versions of macOS. For the
first time, this update extends that same feature
to AirTag and other Find My item trackers. To access the feature, click on the ‘Items’ tab in the Find
My application and click the accessory you’re trying to locate, the report said.

Snapchat’s new AR feature to
let creators make money
San Francisco, (IANS) Snap, the parent company of Snapchat, has announced that its upcoming augmented reality (AR) feature will help creators make money. Snap made the announcement
at its Lensfest developer event earlier this week
and claimed that it has been working with some
creators to build lenses that include purchasable
digital goods, reports The Verge. Users will be able
to buy digital goods with Snap Tokens. The company hopes that the feature will help developers
to make money and motivates them to keep building.“We’re very optimistic that this will create more
opportunities for Snapchatters to pay for the value
that they’re getting in our experience,” Bobby
Murphy, chief technology officer, Snap, said in a
statement. “And then also motivate even more investment and time and effort and increase the
level of quality around use cases.”

Leader of Opposition in Rajya Sabha Mallikarjun Kharge sepaking on the first day of the Winter
Session of Parliament, in New Delhi. (SANSAD TV) UNI

Indian startups see huge 35% drop in
funding, edtech among worst performers
New Delhi, (IANS) As
the funding winter
deepens amid growing
layoffs, India saw a massive 35 per cent drop in
funding this year, from
$37.2 billion in 2021 to
$24.7 billion (till November in 2022) and
edtech startups saw a
significant 39 per cent
drop compared to the
same period last year, a
report showed on Thursday.
The significant drop
in funding is attributed
to a decline in late-stage
investments, which fell

by 45 per cent from $29.3
billion in January-November 2021 to $16.1 billion for
the same period this year,
according to data provided
by Tracxn, a leading global
market intelligence platform.
Seed stage rounds also
experienced a contraction
and dropped by 38 per cent
as compared to the previous year.
The report said that 22
startups entered the unicorn club in the reported
period, as compared to 46
in the previous year.
The number of big

ticket ($100 million and
above) funding rounds
dropped by 35 per cent to
55 as compared to 85 in the
reported period.
The number of funding
rounds saw a drop of 30 per
cent, from 2,647 last year
to 1,841 this year, the report said.
BYJU’s raised $1.2 billion in 2 such more than
$100 million rounds, followed by VerSe and Swiggy,
raising $805 million and
$700 million, respectively.
Earlier this week,
foodtech
platform
HealthKart raised $135 mil-

lion in a funding round led
by Temasek, with participation from A91 Partners and
Kae Capital, somewhat
breaking the worst funding
cycle. “The funding winter,
which began in Q4 of 2021,
will persist in 2023 as well.
In order to survive the
drought, startups are taking
unit economics more seriously, which has been illustrated through the series
of mass layoffs that have
occurred this year,” said
Neha Singh, Co-Founder,
Tracxn. Led by the edtech
sector, Indian startups have
laid off more than 16,000

San Francisco, (IANS)
Tech giant Google has
started to roll out passkey
support in Chrome with the
Stable M108 version, for
better safety.
Passkeys are a safer replacement for passwords
and other phishable authentication factors, the
tech giant said in a blogpost
on Thursday. They are more
secure as they cannot be
reused, do not leak in server
breaches and protect users
from phishing attacks. Pass-

keys are created on industry standards and can function across different operating systems (OS).They can
be used with both websites
and applications that support them. To sign in with a
passkey, users will be required to authenticate
themselves in the same
way as they unlock a device. “With the latest version of Chrome, we’re enabling passkeys on Windows 11, macOS, and Android,” the company said.

New Delhi, (IANS) Meta
Founder and CEO Mark
Zuckerberg on Wednesday
announced the company is
bringing digital avatars to
WhatsApp.
On WhatsApp, people
can now use their
personalised avatars as profile photos or choose from
one of 36 custom stickers
reflecting many different
emotions and actions.
“We’re bringing avatars
to WhatsApp! Now you can
use your avatar as a sticker
in chats. More styles coming soon across all our
apps,” said Zuckerberg.
Your avatar is a digital
version of you that can be
created from billions of
Tourist taking pictures at Pahalgam area of Anantnag district after fresh
snowfall in upper reaches of Kashmir. UNI

Indian entities can hedge
gold price risk at IFSC: RBI
markets.”
“With a view to providing greater flexibility to
these entities to hedge the
price risk of their gold exposures, resident entities
will now be permitted to
hedge their gold price risk
on recognised exchanges
in the IFSC. This measure
will benefit importers/exporters of gold such as jewellers and industries which
use gold as an intermediate or raw material,” Das
said.
Welcoming the decision Colin Shah, Managing
Director, Kama Jewelry

employees to date, and
the number is only growing. Singh said: “Although
we are currently experiencing a slump, the situation is prompting startups
to establish clearer and
more sustainable paths to
growth, as investors’ evaluation metrics begin to
emphasise good profitability over growth at all costs.”
This year saw enterprise
applications, fintech and
retail emerge as the top
performing sectors in
terms of funding. However, fintech and retail
were not adverse to the

effects of the funding
slowdown and saw a
drop in funding — 57
per cent and 41 per
cent, respectively —
compared to the same
period last year. The disruption to the fintech
sector
has
been
brought on by an RBI
policy that prohibits
non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) from
loading their prepaid instruments using credit
lines and the ruling impacted the business
model of companies
like Slice and Uni Cards.

Google brings passkey Twitter deleting 1.5 bn inactive accounts,
support to Chrome
account names up for grabs: Musk
New Delhi, (IANS)
New Twitter owner Elon
Musk on Friday said the
company will delete and
free names of 1.5 billion
accounts that have been
inactive for years on the
platform.
“Twitter will soon start
freeing the name space of
1.5 billion accounts. These
are obvious account deletions with no tweets and
no login for years,” said
the billionaire.

Musk also said that the
micro-blogging platform
is working on a process to
inform the users whether
their tweets have been
suppressed under a process known as “shadow
banning” and they can appeal against the ban.
He added that Twitter
is also working on a software update that will
show your true account
status.
“So you know clearly if

Mark Zuckerberg brings digital
avatars to WhatsApp users

Chennai, (IANS) Indian
entities can hedge their
exposure to gold price risk
in overseas markets on
recognised exchanges in
the International Financial
Services Centre (IFSC),
Gujarat, said RBI Governor
Shaktikanta
Das
on
Wednesday.
Announcing the Monetary Policy Committee’s
(MPC) decision to increase
the repo rate by 35 basis
points, Das said: “Resident
entities in India are currently not permitted to
hedge their exposure to
gold price risk in overseas

Chennai, (IANS) Reliance Industries Ltd and two
Adani group companies — Adani Transmission and
Adani Enterprises — were the biggest, fastest and most
consistent wealth creators between 2017 and 2022,
said a study by Motilal Oswal Financial Services Ltd.
According to the study, Adani Enterprises and Adani
Transmission are also the top all-round wealth creators.
During 2017-22, the top 100 wealth creators of India
Inc created wealth amounting to Rs 92.2 lakh crore,
the highest ever so far, Motilal Oswal said. The Motilal
Oswal 27th Annual Wealth Creation Study 2022
analysed the top 100 wealth creating companies between 2017 and 2022. Wealth created is calculated as
change in the market cap of companies between 2017
and 2022 (ending March), duly adjusted for corporate
events such as mergers, de-mergers, fresh issuance of
capital, buyback etc.

said: “The RBI’s approval to
hedge gold at IFSC is a positive move and a major enabler for gold importers
and exporters using yellow metal as the primary
raw material for production. This will help increase
the price competitiveness
of the Indian jewellery industry.”
“It will help the players
hedge their positions
against price fluctuations
and unfavourable currency movement. This will
also lead to an increase in
volumes and activities at
IFSC,” Shah added.

combinations of diverse
hair styles, facial features,
and outfits.
“Sending an avatar is a
fast and fun way to share
feelings with friends and
family. It can also be a great
way to represent yourself
without using your real
photo so it feels more private,” said WhatsApp.
The company said that

Morgan Stanley lays off
about 1,600 employees
San Francisco, (IANS) Global investment advisory
firm Morgan Stanley has cut about 2 per cent of its
global workforce, or about 1,600 employees, amid the
global economic meltdown, the media reported. The
layoffs, first reported by CNBC citing sources, came
after Morgan Stanley CEO James Gordon recently
warned that “some people are going to be let go. The
company has about 81,567 employees and the layoffs will touch “nearly every corner of the global investment bank”. The global investment bank was yet
to comment on the report. Morgan Stanley is following rival Goldman Sachs and other investment firms
including Citigroup and Barclays in reducing their
workforce. “Banks typically trim 1 per cent to 5 per
cent of those they deem their weakest workers before bonuses are paid, leaving more money for remaining employees,” the report mentioned. Morgan
Stanley has seen headcount swell in recent years, said
the report. The bank’s employee strength went up by
34 per cent from the first quarter of 2020 to the third
quarter of this year. Not just Morgan Stanley, several
other companies, such as Amazon, Twitter, Pepsico,
Adobe, Meta and Twitter have laid off employees amid
the global macroeconomic conditions.

it will continue to deliver
style enhancements including lighting, shading,
hair style textures, and more
that will make avatars even
better over time.
Zuckerberg looks forward to “seeing people explore and build immersive
worlds, and to bringing this
to more countries soon”.
“We want everyone to
have control over their experience in Horizon Worlds,
so we’re always working to
add more tools and features that let people
customise their own experiences,” Meta had said in a
blog post.
Meta has also announced to add legs to its
virtual avatars which are not
yet on its VR platform Horizon Worlds, and may arrive
early next year.

you’ve
been
shadowbanned, the reason why and how to appeal,” he mentioned.
Twitter has been accused of suppressing certain political speech on the
platform.
The “ Twitter Files 2”
revealed that the microblogging platform, under
a secret group, made controversial decisions, including “shadow banning”
high-profile users without

informing then CEO Jack
Dorsey.
“This secret group included the Head of Legal,
Policy, and Trust ( Vijaya
Gadde), the Global Head
of Trust & Safety ( Yoel
Roth), subsequent CEOs
Jack Dorsey and Parag
Agrawal, and others,” said
Bari Weiss, Founder and
Editor of The Free Press, in
the new “ Twitter Files.”
Twitter had earlier denied
that it did such things.

Adobe lays off 100 employees, says
‘not doing company-wide layoffs’
San Francisco, (IANS) Software major Adobe has laid
off some 100 employees from its sales team amid the
rough global macroeconomic conditions. In a statement,
Adobe said that the company “shifted some employees
to positions that support critical initiatives” and removed
“a small number” of other jobs. “Adobe is not doing company-wide layoffs and we are still hiring for critical roles,”
the software major said in a statement. Although the size
of workforce reduction at Adobe is not the same in comparison to Big Tech, the move is seen as an indication of
the global meltdown now affecting the companies at a
deeper level. Bloomberg was first to report about Adobe
layoffs. Adobe had a record quarter in Q3, achieving $4.43
billion in revenue, which represents 15 per cent yearover-year growth. “In this digital-first world, Adobe Creative Cloud, Document Cloud and Experience Cloud have
become even more mission-critical to an increasingly
wide range of customers,” Adobe CEO Shantanu Narayen
had said. Adobe shares went up after the software maker
issued guidance for the next fiscal year that fell short of
expectations, but blamed some of the shortfall on a stronger dollar and unfavourable foreign exchange rates. The
software major will, in fact, increase headcount by a lower
percentage than it has in the past few years, Narayen told
analysts at the ‘Adobe Max 2022’ conference in the US in
October.“Adobe’s continued success in this uncertain macroeconomic environment underscores that our solutions
are mission-critical to a growing universe of customers,”
according to the CEO.

Amazon brings new Kindle with
better display, 16GB storage to India
New Delhi, (IANS) Amazon on Wednesday announced the next-generation Kindle that offers 300
ppi high-resolution display,
USB-C charging, battery life
of up to six weeks and 16GB
storage. The 16GB variant of
the All-New Kindle in black
and denim colours has
been launched at an introductory price of Rs 8,999.
Thereafter, it will be available at the regular price of

Rs 9,999, said the company.
“The users can get more
enjoyment out of every
read with its glare-free display, compact design, long
battery life, and freedom
from distractions like appnotifications. Our Kindle devices are designed so you
can read comfortably for
hours,” said Parag Gupta, Director and Country Manager
for Amazon Devices India.
The device features a 6-inch,

glare-free, 300 ppi highresolution display with
three-times more pixels
than the previous generation for laser-quality text and
sharp images that read like
paper. The device comes
packed with customer
favourites like X-Ray, which
provides important details
about people or places
mentioned in a book, and a
built-in dictionary to quickly
look up any word.

Apple adds 700 new price points for developers in App Store
C u p e r t i n o
(California),(IANS) Apple
has given developers
700 additional price
points and new pricing
tools on the App Store
that will make it easier to
set prices per App Store
country or region, manage foreign exchange
rate changes, and more.
Under the new App
Store pricing system, all
developers will have the
ability to select from 900
price points, which is
nearly 10 times the
number of price points

previously available for
most apps.
This includes 600 new
price points to choose from,
with an additional 100
higher price points available upon request, the
company said in a statement.
To provide developers
around the world with even
more flexibility, price tiers,
which will start as low as
$0.29 and, upon request, go
up to $10,000, will offer an
enhanced selection of
price points, increasing incrementally across price

ranges (for example, every
$0.10 up to $10, every
$0.50 between $10 and
$50, etc.).
"These new pricing enhancements will be available for apps offering autorenewable subscriptions
starting today, and for all
other apps and in-app purchases in spring 2023, giving all developers unprecedented flexibility and control to price their products
in 45 currencies throughout 175 storefronts," said
the iPhone maker.
In each of the App

Store's 175 storefronts, developers will be able to leverage additional pricing
conventions, including
those that begin with two
repeating digits.
Developers of subscription apps will also be able
to manage currency and
taxes across storefronts
more effortlessly by choosing a local storefront they
know best as the basis for
automatically generating
prices across the other 174
storefronts and 44 currencies. "Developers will still be
able to define prices per

storefront if they wish.
The pricing capability by
storefront will expand to
all other apps in spring
2023," said Apple. Currently, developers can
adjust pricing at any time
to react to tax and foreign currency adjustments. "Coming in 2023,
developers with paid
apps and in-app purchases will be able to set
local territory pricing,
which will not be impacted by automatic
price adjustments," said
Apple.
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Union Minister for Defence Rajnath Singh making a contribution to the
Armed Forces Flag Day Fund, in New Delhi. Secretary Vijoy Kumar Singh and
Secretary, Kendriya Sainik Board Commodore HP Singh are also seen. UNI

